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SUMMING UP PROOF
SHOW RIVAL WAS NOT
AT POLE

PEARY

STILL

AT

BAR

SCHOOL
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HARBOR

Bar Harbor, Me., Sept. 28. R. E
New York, Sept. 28 The center of
festivities today Peary and General Hubbar were again
the Hudson-Fulto- n
was the route taken by the historical in conference here today over the
pageant of commemorative floats. The proofs which Peary has gathered to.celebration committee has attempted gether to show that Dr. Cook did not
.to Illuminate those periods In history reach the pole. The proofs Peary will
made famous by the achievements of offer are of a varied character, some
Henry Hudson and Robert Fulton. For being classed ,as "direct evidence'
months three hundred artists have while others depend on the deductions
been engaged in preparing
huge made from given tacts. The equip
floats, while nearly 2,000 men, women ment and expedition of Dr. Cook will
and children, most of them in costume, be described in detail and against Its
posed as historic personages on the alleged ' accomplishments will be con
floats, or marched beside them. The trasted the work of the Peary expecost of this spectacle was $300,000.
dition. The method of keeping obser
Every available spot along the line vations and the disposal of part of
of march was occupied while the win them to Harry Whitney, a compara
dows and seats in the stands brought tive
Btranger, will be a large part of
fabulous prices. Members of the com- the indictment.
warof
officers
the
mission,
foreign
seats
had
in
and
diplomats
ships
the reviewing stand in front of the WHITNEY CORROBORATES
STORY OF D&JiOOK
new publio library.
,v.. A,
i
"
St. Johns, N. F., Sept. 2b. The
The story unfolded by the floats
dealt with the history of New York, Arctic vessel ' Jeannie, with Harry
and was divided into five periods, the Whitney, a big game hunter and a
Indian, Dutch, colonial and modern. friend of Cook on board, arrived here
The latter only extended to the time today from Indian Harbor. Whitney
of the Erie canal and the Croton when questioned as to Dr. Cook's
waterworks. The Irish societies lead statements to him, said that Dr. Cook
the parade, while the Italian, Hun- arrived at Annotok in April of this
garian, Bohemian, Norwegian and year and told him he had found the
as north pole in April of the year before,
French societies also participate
but pledged him not to tell Peary.
did the Iriquols Indians.
All records of street celebration
Whitney said Cook complained of
Record Peary s taking his house and stores,
crowds were broken today.
prices were paid for windows and He said Pritchard, Peary's steward,
even for soap boxes. At 10 o'clock was also present at the time of Cook's
all the available room along the curb conversation and was also pledged to
was taken and the police had diff- secrecy. He said that Murphy, Peary's
iculty in keeping a ,way open for the boatswain, who was in charge of botn
line of march. Seats on scaffolds Cook's and Peary's stores, could not
hanging from unfinished buildings sold read. He had Whitney read his in
structions from, Peary, which directed
for from ?2 to $5 each.
him to use Cook's stores first.
Dr. Cook, he said, spent two days
ARREST OF SUSPECTS IN
at Annotok and then left for Etah,
HATTON MURDER PREMATURE
organizing there for his trip over the
ice to Upernavlk, where he expected
(Special Dispatch)
to meet a vessel to take him home.
Santa Rosa, N. M., Sept. 28. There He planned to take two Eskimos to
no
were
new developments today in the pole, but one fell ill and he was
the killing of Miss Sallie Hatton of forced to leave his instruments in
Los Tanos, near this city last Friday. charge of Whitney, as he could not
Yesterday afternoon a party of trail- carry them.
Whitney says Cook did
ers found the deadgirl's hat and veil; not leave any written records with
also the saddle which had been taken him so far as he knew, although they
from the horse which she rode. All might have been in the boxes with his
were hidden behind some boulders clothes.
near where the body of the victim was
'

'

.

(

,

Robert Hoggins and the other two
.suspects, all well known young men
of this town, who were arrested on
suspicion of knowing something about
the murder, have been released. The
arrest of Hoggins, who is a young man
of excellent reputation, seems, to have
e
been premature, as there is no
connecting him in anyway with
the crime, despite previous reports to
the contrary. He Is now assisting the
officers In every way possible to capture the fiend who committed the
awful crime.
The people of Santa Rosa and Los
Tanos are now raising a cash reward
by public subscription to be paid for
Information leading to the arrest and
conviction, of the murderer. This it is
believed will reach at least $1,000.

NEW MEXICO SUPERVISOR
OF CENSUS COMMISSIONED

Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 28. Paul A.
F. Walter, editor of the New Mexican,
who was recently named by President
Taft as supervisor of the census for
the territory of New Mexico, has received his commission.
However, the
work preliminary to the taking of the
1910 census will not begin for some

time, pending the issuance by the director of the census at Washington,
of a series of instructions to supervisors and enumerators, s Supervisor
Walter is making arrangements to
take hold of the work when the time
arrives and complete his official duties with the utmost dispatch.

MURDERED

This Fact Indisputably. Established Today
by Authorities Investigating Death
of Miss Gertrude Montgomery
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drowning in the Detroit river in 1898.
During the American bar association
meeting In Detroit that year, the delegates were entertained by a launch
trip up the river. The launch in which
Joy and Dickinson were riding got to
the dock after dark and Joy stepped
off the gang plank into the water.
Dickinson jumped after him and pulled
him out just as he was going down for
the last time.

TO
COMMITTED
POLICIES IN
THIS REGARD

PRESIDENT

IS

ROOSEVELT

Spokane, Sept; 28. President Taft
arrived here this morning at 6:25
o'clock, but he did not appear on the
platform of his car till eight, when

taken to luncheon at Davenport's res
taurant, where the decorations con
sisted of Washington fruit.
Later the president delivered his
long expected address on natural re- sources, declaring that ,he would ask
congress to authorize an issue of ten
million dollars in bonds to complete
the irrigation projects already begun
in the west and on which work has

(Special Dispatch)
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 28. Miss Gertrude Montgomery, the
,
beautiful Lousiana school teacher, thought to have been murdered by
convicts on the Scenic Highway north of this city, committed suiv'
"
cide.
This startling fact was indisputably established today by Captain Fred Fornoff of the mounted police and the local authorities
who have been working , night and day, on the case,
been stopped for lack of funds. .Thl- The motive for the young wt man's tragic suicide was In all f
was
declaration
enthusiastically
probability due to ill health, her failure to secure a school here and
cheered. The president said many
lack' of funds with which to "biy a ticket to Bent, Otero county,
nannla Tiart rlr-- Tun iinfolr InfarOTlnea
TWO BOYS GET DRUNK;
where she had been offered a school.
of the
INVESTIGATION
UNDER WAY regarding the conservation
Late developments show that the dead girl last Tuesday packed
natural resources and that the present
her grip and what few belongings she had In her trunk and addressPersons going to the circus last administration was pledged to the
ed this to her mother at ShreveRort, La. That afternoon she took
night stumbled onto the forms of two Roosevelt policies and that he would
el avid went, up Santa F
"8
seemingly unconscious boys in the exert, every legitimate influences to
''rayirlvi
darkness near the main circus tent. enact' legislation which would subcanyon about two miles. Once tfiere she made further deliberate
Upon investigation they found
that serve the purpose of those policies.
preparations to kill herself, for she removed her hat and veil, sticking the ' hat pin through her hat, and laid It, together with her hand 4 the boys were helplessly drunk, so He declared that Secretary Ballinger
satchel containing some small change, beside a convenient boulder.
intoxicated, in fact, that they could was in accord with him as to the
neither talk coherently, much less necessity of promoting the conservaShe then mounted to the top of a cliff two hundred feet high where
stand up and walk, even with assist tion of forests as supported by Rooseshe placed the revolver back of her left ear and shot herself. She
velt? The president declared that
ance.
,
evidently intended to pitch headlong Into the canyon below, but
Both boys were the sons of well congress must authorize the allotment
Instead she fell backwards and rolled the mountainside over Jagged
known Las Vegas families, and their of power sites to private Interests, the
rocks and through the cactus, which Inflicted the numerous cuts
1
f wvl
discovery In this condition wan a PTivorn m on f Tat a in t n cr tran oro
and bruises with which her body was covered, to the edge of a pool
shock to their friends, much less their and supervision. He announced that
of water. Here she revived three days later and crawled to the
parents. Friends took the youths to he would urge on congress the necesplace where she was found.
their homes, else they might have sity of an authoritative classification
The authorities are puzzled over her attempt before she died
slept out all night and possibly suc- of public lands to prevent difficulties
to make it appear that she had been attacked and murdered.
of the past being repeated. '
cumbed to exposure.
The convicts held in the penitentiary under solitary confineIt Is known that the Hauor WAR
ment on suspicion of having commited the crime, will now probably
purchased at a down 'town saloon nnrt SANTA FE MAY RUN
the authorities are investigating with
be given their former liberties.
STATEHOOD EXCURSION
a view to prosecuting the nerson iniiltv
The body of the unfortunate woman lies at a local undertaking
of selling them the liquor or procur
The Albuquerque Mornirfg Journal
establishment, where it will be held awaiting the arrival of a sister from Shreveport, who Is expected to reach here tomorrow to
ing it ior mem. i ne sale or giving of of this morning says:
liquor to minors is made a verv mr- "The Santa Fe railroad has taken
take the remains home for burial.
ous offense under the New Mexico up the matter of running
special trains
statutes.
at low rates from Las Vegas and Santa Fe and probably from other points
COMPLETES 8URVEY FOR
in New Mexico to Albuquerque on the
NEW HIGHWAY LINK day of President Taft's visit here, Friday, October 15th. The Santa Fe had
Santa Fe, N. M., Sent. 28. Terrttn. already made the customary fair rate
rial Engineer of Good Roads C. w of one fare for the round
to be In
Neal today completed the survey of effect during the fair, buttrip
large numtne scenic nlgnway from Santa Fe tn bers of people desire to come
from
Albuquerque and began at once the many sections of New Mexico espec
work of making plats. The road will ially to see the president and It is now
be sixty-fiy- e
miles long and at its considered probable that excursloa
La Bajada hill, will trains will be run into Albuquerque on
steepest
Following closely upon the an tual building of its will commence have a point, of seven
f
and
grade
that date from Santa Fe and Las Venouncement made last night that work shortly. In fact, the street has It that
would begin on the big reservoir and December 1 Is the date set for the be- per cent, the grade of this hill now gas and probably Clovi3 and cut off
per cent. The road is points. Las Vegas is prepared to send,
irrigation project to be built by D. A. ginning of construction work on this being thirty
entirely on the east side ot Rio several hundred people here to see
Camfield, of Greeley, Colo., on the project.
The surveyors aro still at work and Grande.
Las Vegas grant, it was learned today
the president and the fair as Is Santa
Fe."
that the Camfield Construction com they are rapidly getting everything in
pany had leased the entire second snape tor tne commencing or actual H. C. KELLEY ACQUITTED
floor of the Peter Roth building on construction work
OF SERIOU8 CHARGE STOCKMEN KILLED IN
It is understood also, that the plats
Douglas avenue and opened offices in
COLLISION- .,, REAR-ENof the reservoir and ditch eystem are
the six rooms contained therein.
(Special
This is sufficient evidence to war being prepared by the engineers for Santa Fe, N. M.,Dispatch)28. H. C.
Chicago, Sept. 28. Six men wererant the prediction that the big reser formal presentation to the territorial Kelley, the Las VegasSept.
killed and a dozen seriously Injured
Insurance
agent
voir is a sure thing and that the ac engineer for that official's approval.
who was called before the territorial last night in a rear-en- d
collision be
insurance commissioner to answer to tween a Chicago Milwaukee and St,
the charge of rebating the premium Paul stock train and a Panhandle pason an insurance policy In violation of senger in the suburbs. The dead are
the New Mexico banking law; was ac all stockmen who were sleeping In the
caboose. Many of the Injured were
quitted this morning. Kelley disprov-e- rescued with
from
difficulty
the charge which was brought by
which followed tifi. crash
one Gibbs of Roy, Mora county.
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Woodbury, N. J., Sept, 28. Unusual
surrounded the suicircumstances
The French EpisParis, Sept
cide here today by shooting of Helen
copate has Issued a pastoral letter to
Catholic parents of French children,
Brayton, aged nineteen, In the resiwarning them that the teachings in
dence' of her jincIeV with whom she
the publio schools jeopardize the faith
made her home..' J7 .
of their children. The letter especThe uncle, H. C. Brown, la on a gun
which it
ially condemns
ning trip In Maine and her aunt is
says is "contrary to morality and a
disgrace to civilized people."
visiting in Atlantic City.
Three hours before the shooting
Miss Brayton awakened her cousin,
LIGHT HOUSES WIPED
" f.
MINING" CONGRESS IS
OUT BY HURRICANE Harry Brown, aged fifteen, and told
ON IN FULL BLAST
him a strange man had been In her
bedroom. The boy, who was alone
28.
New
Orleans,"
La.,
sesSept.
28.
Many
The
Goldfleld, Nev., Sept.'
sion of the American Mining con light houses on the Louisiana coast with the girl in thetohouse, finding no.
bed. He was
returned
gress opened in earnest this morning were destroyed in the recent hurricane intruder,
awakened
the groans of the
with a discussion of the silver ques- and several lives lost among the keep- cirl, and later by
going to her room found
tion. Later the relation- of stock ex- ers. Reports are just beginning to arer In bed with a bullet wound In the
on
account
of
rive
the
loca
Isolated
to
was
Investments
changes
mining
head. A revolver was found in the
discussed.
tion of many of the lights.
bed.
Young Brown gave an alarm.
28.

EDITION.

1ST

Climbed to Top of High Cliff, Shot Herself
WHEN JAMES F. JOY WAS DROWN.
With Revolver and Rolled Down Moun ING DICKINSON DOVED FOR
HIM
tainsideReviving After Three Days, Washington,
28. Secretary of
She Repented Rash Act and Tried War Dickinson Sept
was presented with a
solid gold medal today for rescuing
Hard to Live,
James F. Joy, a, Detroit lawyer, from

CINCHED

Philadelphia,
points In the percentage table Btill separates the Detroit and Philadelphia
teams of the American league. Detroit .must lose half of its remaining
games and Philadelphia must win all
of the remaining games to win the
pennant. Philadelphia plays Cleve
land this afternoon and Detroit meets
New York on the latter's home
grounds.
Sept.
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but the girl died soon afterward. '
When young Brown was awakened
first by the girl to look for the supposed intruder he secured a revolver
and when he returned to bed he
placed the weapon under his pillow.
When the boy fell asleep the girl, it
is supposed, went to his room, secured
the revolver and returning to her own
apartment, shot herself.
At a coroner's Inquest a verdict was
returned that the gin killed herself
while suffering from melancholia.
MISSOURI CONGRESSMAN
WILL VISIT SANTA

FE

Santa Fe, JI. M., Sept. 2"8. Congressman Bartholdt today telegraphed
Governor Curry that he will arrive in
Santa Fe Thursday evening and will
spend Friday in the capital, leaving
Saturday for the east.

MOUNTED

LAS VEGANS INTERESTED
IN MERCANTILE COMPANY

POLICEMAN
CAPTURES A

fugitive:;

Roswell, N. M., Sept. 28. Mounted
Policeman Fred Armstrong of Roswelt"'
arrested Frank Armstrong, an elleged"
fugitive from Justice wanted in Oklahoma for the crime of rape, and today '
turned him over to an officer of Gray
county. Texas. Armstrong Is wantc
at Chickasha, Okla.

(Sueclal Dispatch)
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 28. The
Watrous Mercantile company of Wat-rouMora county filed incorporation
papers" with, the territorial secretary
today, with a capital stock of $50,000.
The Incorporators are Herbert W.
Clark, Stephen B. Davis and W. T.
Reed, all of Las Vegas.
OMAHA STREET CAR
STRIKE ALMOST BROKEN
BOSTON WOOL MARKET
SHOWS NEW STRENGTH

Omaha, Sept. 28. Many more of the
striking street ar employes returned
Boston, Sept. 28. The local wool to work today, and. the cars were more
market shows increasing strength, generally patronized. The outlook Is
with steady sales of good volume. The good for the early settlement of
movement during the J last week
amounted to eight million pounds.
I nere was an increase in fleece wools, I A
son was horn to Pin.
Ohio and Michigan quarter-blood- s
sel- glneer and Mrs. W. E. McGrath at the
ling at 34 to 85 cents. Territory residence of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
wools are practically unchanged.
Fred Bref eld, last evening.
nlne-noun-
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RAILROADING

HAVE

COST OVER

$250,000

Superintendent 8. E. Busser, of Thl
Department Working to Attain Even
Greater Results This Wjnter Other
Items of Interest.
Apropos of the rapidly growing
"roll of honor" of railroads which
have gone through the entire year
without the loss of a single life
among their vast armies of passen-- '
gers, and the Important place given
to the care and intelligence of the
rank and file of railroad men in explanation of the records, it is interest
ing, to note the extent to which one
of the great systems has gone to
provide for the careful and intelligent
use of its property.
The Santa Fe, which claims to be
pioneer and leader in. this modern department of railroading after eleven
years has come to look upon the great
organization of reading rooms and
club houses with which it exerts an
influence for the development of its
employes as one of the prime necessities of its operation, for which appropriation is to be made as regularly
as for track and rolling stock.
The reading rooms have long since
( passed the stage of being an experiment, and one of the greatest hardships possible would be worked out
upon the men were they abandoned.
The work is not a philanthropic undertaking, and is not entirely unal-The successful
loyed unselfishness.
operation of a railroad depends largely on the character and efficiency of
the employees of the company, and
where these are raised the returns are
great. That the directors of the road
are satisfied with the returns which
they have been receiving is evidenced
by the fact that they have appropriat- ed more this year than ever before.
The system of reading rooms and
club houses was begun in 1898 and
was the idea of President E. P. Ripley. The plan was launched at a
meeting which Mr. Ripley called es-- ,
peclally for the purpose in Chicago.
; The first buildings were small, badly lighted and poorly ventilated. At
present one of the most palatial club
houses, Recreation Hall, at Needles,
Cal., cost $ 60,000, has three bowling
alleys, reading room, gymnasium,
auditorium, natatorlum and all the appointments of a complete club;?
On the entire Santa Fe system there
are now five reading rooms and club
houses, and thirty-fiv- e
reading rooms.
these is about
, The cost of operating
$25,000 a year, exclusive of renewals
and the purchase of books and pexlodl-- ,
cals. The yearly cost of papers alone
is $2,50Af
During the entertainment
seasonbf six months the expense of
is about
$swlaing 'entertainments
and salaries-- , renewals, and improvement entail an outlay of $ 0
a year.
Counting the first cost of the buildings and furnishings, the Santa Fe
has over a quarter of a million invest- '

RAILROAD

NOTES.

'

"

heavy loss, owing to the sweeping reductions in rates made by the corporation commission.
It is now the intention of the officials of the mechanical department to
equip oneof the engines of. the 1600
class, the largest locomotives in (use
on the Santa Fe, with the Walscheart
valve gear, better known to railroad
men as "monkey motion" for service
on the Los Angeles division. But. a
few engines hive been equipped with
this style of valve gear on the Santa
Fe and it is now the purpose to try
them out on all the divisions of the
Coast lines. On the Arizona division
there is already one in service andm
its visits ,"to local shops it has
beenf viewed with much interest by
the men there. The engines equipped
in this manner have the entire gear
on the outside in plain view instead
of under the frames as is the case
with the portion of the gear of the big
locomotives now in use. The appearance of the engines equipped with
the "monkey motion" gear at first
sight is decidedly peculiar but it is
stated that the locomotives with this
style of valve gear are meeting with
great favor where they are in service.
Like the steel coal car, the
passenger coach is growing in popularity, says the Railway Journal.
That means there is a demand for it
to replace the wooden passenger
comes from
equipment. The demand
the public as well- - as from the railways. Its durability and solidity assures the roads less expense in keeping in repair and longer life for ser
vice, and it insures the traveling pub
lic ' greater safety in the event of
wrecks en route. These features alone
are enough to encourage the construc
tion and use of
passengers
cars. - They are not seen In all parts
of the country, but many will be sur
prised to learn that there are now between 1,200 and 1,500 constructed and
in course of construction. It can be
safely predicted that in the future, if
financial conditions do not take a
backset, wooden passenger coaches
will be replaced, when wrecked or
worn out, by
passenger coaches on many of the larger lines. It is
a question of more investment in the
construction, but the service rendered
and amount saved in safety of transportation of passengers, will more
tuan repay the extra outlay. So far
as
passenger equipment is
concerned, the recent order of 220
coaches by the Harriman lines is the
largest order yet placed, though the
Pennsylvania is building and has in
service almost as many 208. The
other roads have steel passenger
coaches as follows: New York lines
191; Long Island, 185 : Hudson ,u$d
Manhattan, .50; Boston Elevated, 40;
40;
New York and Queens County,
Frisco, 17; Southern Pacific, 3. Quite
a number of roads have one to five
steel coaches.
all-ste-

all-ste-

all-ste-
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antness of American Life" has been
selected for Thursday night, this probably being his strongest lecture, and
one that has been heard by more people 'than any other lecture given the
American public in recent years.
Five thousand paid admissions at
one Chautauqua alone this summer to
hear this lecture bespeaks in the highest terms of the man and his subject.
In "The Pleasantness of American
Life," you have a happy blending of
exhiliarating fun and sound sense,
and what has accurately been described as a complete antidote for pessimism.

That Dr. Buchtel's reputation is not
alone confined to the west is shown
by the following extracts:
From Evansvllle (Ind.) Courier:
He speaks with great force and
lightens the more sober periods of his
address with brilliant flashes of
humor.
From Springfield (Ohio) Gazette:
The finest thing of the Chautauqua
by all odds. This was truly Buchtel
day at the Chautauqua.
Owensboro (Ky.) Inquirer:
Decidedly the breeziest lectures of
the present Chautauqua Assembly were
those of Governor Buchtel, of Colorado, delivered on Wednesday afternoon
and night. His enthusiasm is indescribable and few sneakers here have
shown as great originality of thought.
Los Angeles Examiner: t
Governor Buchtel is a man tf magnetic presence, with a strong personality, forceful In speech, and exceedingly" optimistic in his views.
Evansvllle (Ind.) Journal:
Governor Buchtel held the unbroke
attention of his 2,500 auditors for the
forty-fiv- e
minutes of his excellent sermon, bringing into play all the wealth
and subdued dramatic force that distinguished his secular address of Saturday afternoon.
The Governor of Indiana, the Hon.
J. Frank Hanly:
v
I vrite to assure you of my appreciation of your lecture on Theodore
Roosevelt.
From Ram's Horn Brown:
It was lonely when you left us.
Everybody remarked it You captured
everybody with your magnificent addresses. Your talk to the preachers
is going to add greatly to the quality
of pastoral work in that part of Kansas.,
From the Daily News, Grand Junction,

It has been discovered that the
honey bee is of even more importance
to the alfalfa' than the alfalfa is the
bee. The wonderful strength
and
speed of the beest take them long distances for their food, and they have
recourse to a great variety of plants.
But the peculiar construction of the
alfalfa blossom renders it unable to
fertilize itself and its shape makes
cross fertilization very difficult. In
the marvelous "balance of good" ' in
nature, alfalfa, like thousands of other
plants, is aided in its lease on life
by the Insect world. It is not known
Just how many insects or birds assist
this remarkable plant, but the honey
bee is the most conspicuous, the most
industrious, the most eager, and certainly the most useful.
Careful observations have been
made of seed pods grown near colonies of bees, and also of those so far
from any We solonles that It was
safely assumed no bees had visited
the fields producing the pods.
In
every case it was found that those
from nearby fields had from 0 to 75
per cent more seeds than the others,
and that they were larger and more
perfectly developd. In Colorado and
western Kansas, where bee culture
has been greatly developed in recent
years, it is found that the alfalfa seed
crop in fields nearest to bee colonies
is much heavier and of better quality
than that of fields but a few miles

Colo.:

You Thinking

of Baying

a house; a lot? a horse?

MENT? You will serve your own

interest by consulting

.Optic Want Ads

Msny people delude themselves by
spying "it will wear away," when they
notice symptoms of kidney and blad
der trouble. This Is a mistake. Take
Foley's Kidney Remedy, and stop the
drain on the vitality. It cures backache, rheumatism, kidney and bladder
trouble, and makes every trace of
trouble
jpam, weakness and urinary
disappear. O. G. Schaefe- - and Red
Cross Drug Store.

Yale men Throughout the country
recalled this old football song when
the announcement was made a few
days ago that Lee McClung, the treasurer of Yale university, had been selected by President Taft to succeed
Charles H. Treat as treasurer of the
United States.
They used to sing this song to the
tune of the Gospel hymn "Hold the
Fort" when McClung was the star
half-bacof Yale.
McClung was born in Knoxville,
Tenn., in March, 1870. During his college days he was a class leader and
was voted the most popular member
of his class in his senior year. He was
captain of the football team in 1892.
On the team were such famous players as the Bliss brothers, Vance
and the mighty Heffelflnger.
After his graduation In 1892 McClung traveled In Europe and California. He became paymaster of the St.
Paul and Duluth railway, and later
assistant traffic manager of the Southern Railway company. In 1904 he was
appointed treasurer of Yale. He Is the
son of Frank H. McClung, a retired
merchant of Knoxville, a relative of
General Albert Sydney Johnston, of
the Confederate army, and of Chief
Justice Marshall.
k

PILESI PILE8I PILE8I
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will
cure Blind, Bleeding and Itching Plies.
It absorbs the tumors, allays Itching
nt once, acts as a poultice, gives
instant relief. Williams' Indian Pile
Ointment is prepared for Piles and
Itching of the private parts. Sold by
druggists, mail 50c and $1.00. Wil
liams" Mfg. Co., Props., Cleveland,
O. For sale by Center Block Drug. Co.

Go With A Rush
The demand for that wonderful
Stomach. Liver and Kidney Cure, Dr.
Wigwag "The trouble with you Is
King's New Life Pills-- is astounding-- all you are blind to your own faults.
druggists say they never, saw the Guzzler "If that's the case let's have
like. Its because they never fail to an
'
cure Sour Stomach. Constipation, Indigestion, Biliousness, Jaundice, Sick
Hopplty Hop
Headache, Chills and Malaria. Only
Are you Just barely getting around
25c.
by the aid of crutches or a cane? Unless you have lost a limb or have a
We fix our eye so Intently on cur deformity if your trouble Is rheumatlittle virtues that we can't see our big ism, lumbago, sprain, stiff Joints, or
faults.
anything of like nature use Ballard's
Snow Liniment and in no time yon
Why?
can throw away your crutches and be
From a small beginning the sale and as well as anyone. Price 25c, 50o and
use of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy $1.00. Sold by Center Block Depot
has extended to all parts of the Uni- Drug Co.
ted States and many foreign countries. Why? Because it has proved
"No, Maude, dear, the comedian who
especially valuable for coughs and indulges in a horse play doesn't neces'
colds. For sale by all dealers
sarily play the races."

11,000
Lig-htps-

Most

t

Sq. Feet of

.Modern Store

ESTABLISHED

I&6E

Floor Space

Knit

Garments
are very comfortable

All

Ate

Barbour signals still.
Heffelfinger's in the center.
Win we mast and will.

.

50,-00-

--

Hold the ball,
McClung is coming.

At the Kansas experiment station a
small plot of vigorous alfalfa was covered just before coming into bloom
with mosquito netting supported on
sticks. It was therefore; known that
no bees nor other" insects could come
Into contact with the blossoms. Later
a careful examination disclosed that
he pods which had formed were entirely without seeds. From Coburn's
"The Book of Alfalfa."

$8,-00-

Who
Would Enjoy

STAR II. S. TREASURER

away.

This is the twenty-seventtime that
the chancellor has spoken in Grand
and
each time he. has risen
Junction,
In the estimation of our people as a
man and orator of the highest rank.
h

YALE fGOTOALL

OLD

TO ALFALFA RAISING

will not be disturbed. The railroads
in their petitions give figures to show
That all who hear Dr. Henry A.
fare is confiscatory In
that the
its nature and has caused them to lose Buchtel's lecture Thursday evening
large sums of money .and that they will be most pleasantly entertained,
have also been conducting their goes without saying. Of his ' many
freight business in Oklahoma at a forceful subjects that on 'The Pleas-

Engineer F. E. Hansen has been assigned to the 1604.
C. L. Comstock, a Santa Fe fireman,
Is off duty because of sickness.
Conductor H. H. Hansbro and crew,
of the second district, took a freight
train to Albuquerque on the third district last night.
There is a shortage of fireman reported at the local roundhouse, caused
by the recent promotion of five coal
heavers to be throttle Jerkers.
Conductor A. F. Keith, who has
between
been running on the cut-of- f
Belen and Gallup Is now running out
of Albuquerque to the Carbon city.
A suit of clothes and ten dollars in
money were stolen from Brakeman
Lee Crites, night before last at Lamy.
The clothes and money were taken
from a caboose passing through that
junction point
Conductor P. A. Stuart and crew
took the first section of the circus
train over to Santa Fe last night, leaving here at 12:05; Conductor M. C.
Deubler and crew leaving ten minutes
later with the second section.
Five new engineers have gone to
A.
work out of this city as follows.
W. Green, C. F. Spidel, J. R. McCabe,
I. C. Haulman and L. VanArsdale.
They recently successfully passed, an
examination to be englnemen, having
formerly been firemen.
Conductor James Purcell and Engi
neer Arthur Lowe of this city were,
arrested at Albuquerque Sunday evening for blockading with their train a
minstreet crossing for twenty-fou- r
utes, delaying an ambulance which
was on its way to the hospital with' a
patient who was seriously ill. It is
understood the fine was $25 per, for
the offense.
vn the complaint of Mrs. C. E. Ro
binson of No. 1 Parkland Place, St.
Louis, William S. Kenkins, a negro
Pullman car porter, has been arrested
in New York. Mrs. Robinson occupied
a berth in a sleeping car on which
Kenkins was porter, between Cleveland and Philadelphia on July 16 last.
When the car reached Philadelphia
the next morning, Mrs. Robinson's RAILWAY ASSOCIATION
hand bag had been relieved of $1,500
IS OMINti RAPIDLY
worth of jewelry. The porter had been
under surveillance since.
Engineer Harry H. Hall of Needles,
Chicago, Sept. 28. At an executive
Calif., died in the Santa Fe hospital
of the American Railway Em
meeting
at Los Angeles from injuries received ployes and
Investors' association held
when an engine turned over with him, Lhere last week, a report was made
on account of running into a washout
tnat tne memDersnip now
about two weeks prior, on the Barn- showing
numbers 25,000. In .all there have
Goffs.
time
At
the
well branch near
been established 125 local organiza
of the accident his wife and child tions in as many cities in many states
were in the east visiting and did not from the seaboard to the Pacific. Patreach Los Angeles until the Sunday rick H. Morrissey, formerly a labor
preceding his death. The deceased chief, put now at the head of the as
was a young engineer, having been sociation, predicts that the organiza
good health, with its blessings, must un- promoted the past summer from fir- tion will eventually - become one of
In 'the country.
derstand, quite clearly, that it involves the ing. The body was shipped to his for- the most powerful
Mr. Morrissey has
months
several
For
for
mer
home
at
Minnesota,
Austin,
question of right living with all the term
and organ
been
extensively
traveling
interment.
w
went
He
branches.
local
recently
implies. With proper knowledge of what
izlng
for Injunctions to pro- to
Suits
where he addressed the
Boston,
is best, each hour of recreation, of enjoy- hibit the asking
state officials from enforcing railroad men and investors with a
ment, of contemplation and of effort may the
passenger rate and prac- view to interesting them in the assobe made to contribute to living aright. tically all the freight rates put in ef- ciation. In Illinois, it was reported,
Then the use of medicines may be dis- fect by the corporation commission about thirty thriving local organiza
since statehood, and asking that the tions now exist and the state has
pensed with to advantage, but under or- court declare contrary to he consti- been pretty well covered.- - According
dinary conditions in many instances a tution of the United States sections to Mr. Morrissey, the plan of the as
simple, wholesome remedy may be invalu- 18, 19 and 37 of article 9 of the consti- sociation is being well received with
approval everywhere, and it
able if taken at the proper time and the tution of Oklahoma, authorizing the hearty
commission to fix and en- will only be a short time before local
corporation
California Fig Syrup Co. holds that it is force such
rates, has been filed at organizations will have headquarters
alike important to present the subject jGuthrie, Okla., by the Missouri, Kan in every city in the United States pos
any considerable population
truthfully and to supply the one perfect sas & Texas, Atchison, Topeka & sessing
The association was organized by
& Santa
Colorado
and
Fe
Santa
Gulf,
laxative to those desiring it.
the railway managers of the country
Fe railroads in the United States cirConsequently, the Company's Syrup of cuit court for the western district of with a view of placing the facts be
fore railway employes and investors
Figs and Elixir of Senna gives general Oklahoma. Attorneys for the rail- whenever
public questions and public
To get its beneficial effects roads have not asked for a temporary issues arise of a local nature to afsatisfaction.
asked
for
have
but
order,
fect railroads. Should It be proposed
buy the genuine, manufactured by the restraining
an early hearing for a temporary in- to pass national legislation about rail
California Fig Syrup Co. only, and for sale
g
the
roads which managers regarded as
junction, and until such time
by all leading druggists.
freight and passenger rates harmful to employes and to the in
vestors in railroad securities, the association would send a delegation to
the capital with a view to securing
a hearing before the proper committee.- Although the railroads do not
like to have the object put in this
manner, the organization was design
ed to combat hostile legislation
as
well as to educate employes and in'
vestors with regard to railroads.
Should the association grow as is
expected, it will ultimately have a
tremendous political power and will
control a large number of ballots. The
railroad officials, however, disclaim
any purpose to use it as a political
machine, but believe that it might be
AN AUTOMOBILE? A BU$b
warranted to use its votes to defeat
'
NESS? A MUSICAL INSTRU
pernicious legislation.
--

I

in this department In the libraries of the reading rooms there
are now nearly 20,000 volumes, of
which forty per cent are fiction, twenty per cent history, fifteen per cent
biography, fifteen per cent technical
and the rest general. It is estimated
that on each calendar day of the year
an average of 7,000 employes use the
reading rooms.
During the last year nearly 500 entertainments were given on the line,
and an average of one first class concert was given every week at the reading rooms. For the coming year, Rev.
S. E. Busser, who is In charge of the
reading rooms intends to provide a
smaller number of entertainments, but
to make them all better than before.
It is likely that several college glee
clubs will be taken over the system,
as was the University college quartette. High grade talent In the professional concert line is also to be provided and negotiations are on with
two concert companies In Berlin and
one in Paris. Many lecturers will be
heard, among them Dr. Arthur J. Francis of Chicago, who will give a complete illustrated lecture on "Oxford
and Its History."
ed
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"taornings and Sweaters are much in
demand.

These . popular garments have
never been neater, more attractive
than this season.
We carrv a laree line including a11
desirable colors and color combinations, ranging in length from
'

es

from $3.00 to $10.00.
We also have a nice line of Misses Sweaters.
t

to 42 inches

Prices

'

KNIT SKIRTS

Close fitting, warm and comfortable, knit skirts are the most desirable
undergarments.
They come in a large variety of staple colors, and white, in several diferent weights and at
prices which make them especially desirable.

Children's Dresses

Can how be had for lees than you can make. Ready made dresses have a style and finish which can never
be attained m the home-mad- e
garment. Then you save all the trouble and worry of making Children's
ready-to-wegarments of today are made with as great care, in both fit and workmanship, as are the lariiw"
fit
are
neat
and dressy and above all, wear well. Then, why make them?
well,
garments. They
We carry a large and complete line of these garments, in all sizes from 8 to 14
years
They come in a large variety of materials, such as Percale, Gingham, Chambray, Galatea. PoDlin and
Worsteds
and
almost
Fancy
any style you may wish from the perfectly plain little dress at 65c to tha law
ately trimmtd garment at $7.50.
ar

Ladles'
Tailored Suits
A Suit of good quality Broadcloth,
skirt in new side pleated panel effect
coat trimmed in buttons and
braid, satin lined, comes in black and
h

S17.60 L
colors,.
A nobby Suit of striped Suiting
Tricot Suiting or Broadcloth having a
coat trimmed
plaited skirt and
with buttons and braid, some with
Silk or Satin collars, satin
$22.50
lined,
A stilish Suit in Fancy Suiting, Serge
or Broadcloth, skirts with side plaited
h
coats, either semi or
panels,
tight fitting, trimmed with buttons
and braid, with velvet or silk
825.00
collars,
A very pretty Suit made from Fancy
Suiting or Broadcloth, side pleRted
coat either semi or tight
skirts, h
fitting, velvet collar, satin lined.
h

Ladies'
Separate Skirts
A neatly made Skirt of
good quality
of Panama, trimmed with buttons, has
fold arround bottom In black, brown
and navy,
.,....$3.50
A very dressy Skirt made from
Panama or Sicilian, trimmed with
Taffeta bands and jet buttons and
pleated in panel effects, in black,
brown and navy,
g 5Q
A pretty Skirt made from
Panama
or Serge in a new plaited model, trimmed with jet buttons others,
plain,
eleven gored, trimmed with buttons to
match, black and colors,
..$7.50

A very popular Skirt, made from
Panama, Sicilian or Chevron Suiting,
plaited models trimmed with buttons"
and bias bands,
f 10.50

-
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the public. The starting place for
all of the balloon races will be the COCAINE CURSE
Aero club grounds, at Newstead and
Chouteau avenues, adjoiuing and supplied from the monster gas tank
ENTERTAIN ITS
CAUSES SECOND
whence the gas for the Gordon Bennett race of 1907 was obtained., The
persons specially favored at the
GUESTS ROYALLY only
R0J1ADKA CASE
balloon races will be the guests of
of
1,00j
honor, including the mayors
American cities, and the United States
IN
THE
visitWEEK
CURRIER
COMMISSION
CENTENNIAL
naval officers commanding the
LEARNS
For their
ing torpedo boat flotilla.
OF ANOTHER
MOUND CITY TO BE ONE
BEAUTIFUL
lomfort a grand stand has been erectWOMAN'S DOWNFALL
GRAND TREAT
ed.
The other free events of centennial
week will include a water pageant
river, Tuesday EVIDENCE
FOR
CONGRESS
HERYTUING TO BE FREE on the Mississippi
morning, the United States torpedo
boat destroyer MacDonough and three
torpedo boats participating; the veil- America's Worst
Exhibition
Give
Will
H.
Curtis
Gle
Dope Fills Penitened
pageant, Tuesday night,
FliVts in His Aeroplane Balloon the prophet
tiaries and Asylums Increase In
most gorgeous annual electric die
. Racet Also to Be a Feature Other play in America; the municipal pa- Victims Indicates Rapid Inroad of
Wednesday morning reviewed
Attractions too Numerous to Men- geant
Drug Addictions in Rural Popula
by the 1,000 mayors; the industrial
'
tions.
two
whose
hundred
tion for Edification of Visitors.
floats,
pageant,
rewill
noon,
at,
starting Thursday
three hours to pass a given
Chicago, Sept. 28. The discovery of
St. Louis," Sept. 28. The public will quire
y
the
point;
a double for 'Mrs. Evelyn Romadka,
admission
an
to
pay
be
required
with
sol
pageant, Friday morning,
now In the Jollet penitentiary, whose
fee to see the centennial week aero- floats, students, soldiers, etc., and the downfall was due to addiction to coautomobile parade, Saturday morning,
has been reported to the Cur
plane flights of Glenn H. Curtlss, which,
consisting as it will, of 1,000 caine,
champion aviator of the world. After motor cars, will be the largest auto rier Commission for the investigation
conference of officers of the Aero mobile parade ever held in any city In of drug addictions, from Milwaukee
which was also the former home of
Club of St. Louis, host of the only the world.
aeroGordon Bennett international
the free doings Mrs. Romadka. Mrs. Bessie Kloeger,
to
addition
In
the present alias of the unfortunate
nautic meet ever held In America, and enumerated above there will be an
officers of the St. Louis Centennial ascentennial festival in the down- double of Mrs. Romadka, is the widow
sociation, it has been decided to throw- town streets, with brilliant Illumina- of a once prominent physician of the
west end. Cocaine writes her story
the aeronautic field open to every- tions, music and fireworks.
body- also.
f.
centennial
of
The three afternoons
case that will be sub
Night on Bald Mountain .
This
another
is
for
the aeroplane
week set aside
On a lonely njght Alex. Benton of mitted to congress next winter when
October Fort ' Edward,
Bald the bill comes
N. Y., climbed
flights are those of Tuesday, and
up to put the regulaFriMountain to the home, of a neighbor, tion of habit forming drugs under
5th, Wednesday, October 6th,
schedis
on
bent
tortured
day, October 8th. Curtiss
curing
by Asthma,
revenue
uled to fly each of these three after-t,- him wi'h Dr. King's New Discovery, the government's internal
fmm Art Hill, in Forest Park, that had cured himself of asthma. This
Beautiful, Intellectual and refined,
were still stands the permanent sec- wonderful medicine soon relieved and
tion of the St. Louis World's fair pal- quickly cured his neighbor. Later it the lnsidiousness of "dope" has drag
ace of fine arts, nowjthe .home of the cured his son's wife of a severe lung ged Mrs. Kloeger down from her once
St. Louis museum of fine arts.
trouble. Millions believe its the great- high position to the lowest slums. She
Art Hill is surrounded by other hills, est Throat and Lung cure on Earth. become the consort of negroes, the
htnh during thfi world's fair were
leader of wild debauches and of or
Coughs, Colds, Croup, Hemorrhages
mwnfiil with buildings of different and
are surely cured by It gies that would make a "French roue
Sore
Lungs
states, and which during the aeroplane
Best for Hay Fever, Grip and Whoop- tremble. Promise after promise has
M nf th week celebrating the 100th
Bessie
given the various Milthe incorooratiOn of ing Cough. 5Qc and ll.OO Trial bot- waukee Kloeger
Judges, before whom repeated
tle free. Guaranteed by all druggists.
a
as
serve
will
town,
as
a
St. Louis
ly she has heen brought to trial, that
natural grandstand with a capacity of All women's feet would Be very she will reform. Her aged and res
. fcaif
a miiilnn neoDle. This monster
tiny if they were up around their pectable parents, who are still living
grandstand of nature obviates the dan knees,
where nobody could possibly in Negaunee, Mich., send their daugh
wuum
ger from lire, conapse, eic, mat.
see them.
ter money each week to pay her room
result from an artificial grandstand
rent. It is to the home of this fond
sufficiently large to accommodate comA
Ankle
old father and mother, who are ig
fortably, as this grandstand will, As usually Sprained
treated a sprained ankle norant of their daughter's depravity,
everybody in the United States suf- will disable the
Injured person for a that Bessie Kloeger will return.
ficiently Interested in aeronautics to month or more, but
by applying Cham"I don't dare let her go free now,"
,
attend.
berlain's Liniment and observing the commented the Judge at the close of
"Everything free," is the slogan of directions
each
bottle
with
faithfully, the trial. "If she goes free now, she
the St. Louis Centennial association, a
may, In most cases, be effected will doubtless be either drunk or
municipal institution, whose president ain cure
less than one week's time. This crazed with the
is the Hon. Frederick H. Krelsmann,
drug when more
mayor of the city. In accordance with liniment is a most remarkable prepa- money arrives."
this sentiment against admission ration; try it for a sprain or a bruise,
Reports of the use of habit form
charges, the two spherical balloon or when laid up with chronic or musdrugs in the granger' states are
races the afternoon of Monday, Oc- cular rheumatism, and you are certain ing
being
rapidly filed with the Currier
oe
to
with
the
relief
of
balloons
for
4th
prompt
first
delighted
tober
(the
commission showing that in thrifty
dealFor
it
affords.
all
which
sale
and
by
less,
40,000 cublofeet capacity
rural communities where the towns
and the second for balloons of 80,u0 ers.
and villages are not spaced ' too far
the
and less) and
airship (dirigible
Satura
to
man
The way
learn to hate
is apart there is a comparatively small
.balloon) race the afternoon of
use of the drug. Few "coke fiends"
day, October 9th, also will be free to for him to succeed where you fail.
are seen there save the tramps, and
the vagrants who drift in from the
cities. Their pleadings for "Jes, one
dose, Doc," made before rural physi
M
cians is pitiable, and the feverish hysterical gratitude they pour out, and
the avidity with which they seize the
drug, if- ther are-- f hie to procureany
or it, is mgntrui.
Iowa is the latest state to report.
The Independence State" hospital of
Iowa shows that Jhe insane inmates
Forest fires are causing consider- by picked forces of rangers and of
that institution who were habitues
guards.
of
the
able damage in many parts
2. The construction of roads, trails, of cocaine 'and whose present condi
country at present. It will be several and
tion
be attributed to the drug,
telephone lines, which facilitate have may
doubled In number during the
months before the total destruction the massing of large
past twelve months. W. P. CrumbackIs known, for the fire season has con-- , forces. ;
r, superintendent of the institution for
3. The construction of fire lines,
8iderable time to run. In figuring
merly headed a hospital for the in
some
in
check
which,
the
Instances,
out this year's losses, It will be natural
sane in West Virginia, and also anoth
of fire without human help.
to make comparison with losses for spread
4. The equipment
of the forests er In Ohio. In his report he remarks
last year which, according to Tread-wel- l with
tools and other sup- that undoubtedly more of the patients
admitted to those Institutions were
Cleveland, jr., in the Year Book plies neclssary in fighting fires. The
guilty of drug habits than stands con
are
of
conventools
at
supplies
kept
of the department of agriculture, will
In order to fessed. Out of 14 women inebriates
ient
at
all
times,
points
cause 1908 to be long remembered.
have them easily accessible to forest patients on the Mt Pleasant State
hospital, three wero cocaine fiends,
"A dry season, combined with what officers, in case fire breaks out.
before their incarceration, two were
semed to be even more than the usual
5. Cooperation with railroads,
indifference toward small fires which
owners, and settlers In fire addicted to both cocaine and mormight easily have been extinguished protection, in this way making it pos- phine alone, one to morphine, cocain
at the Btart," says Mr. Cleveland, sible to protect both the lands of the and alcohol, one to alcohol and nar
"caused destructive conflagrations in companies and forest service at a cotics, three to morphine and alcohol,
practically ever state and territory much smaller cost to the government and only one to alcohol alone. This
In the union, with losses aggregat- than would be the case were the na- Hospital is the only one in the state
In comparison tional forest lands alone protected by of Iowa which receives inebriate wo
ing $100,000,000.
men committed under the Iowa law,
with the havoc wrought v elsewhere, the local officers.
.
the damage done to national forests
Just as the practice of forestry is which provides for the involuntary
was exceedingly slight. Had fires rag- important in the movement for the commitment of Inebriates for treat
ed within the forests as they did out- conservation pf all natural resources, ment in hospitals, so the significance
side, they would have destroyed timber so is the protection of the forests from of this report is alarming by its very
worth $30,000,000 enough to run the fires important in the furtherance of brevity.
Ten per cent of the 448 males conforest service for six years. More- national forest work. In fact, forestover, it is practically certain that most ry in many instances means nothing fined in the state penitentiary at Ft.
if not all of the damage which was more than conservative lumbering and Madison August 31, by the statement
done might have been prevented had the prevention of forest fires. Uncle cf the prison physician, were addicted
the forests been fully manned."
Sam realizes .that only through the to the use of cocaine, 15 per cent to
"Finally, the estimates of loss made wise use and care of the forests will opium and its alkaloids, and eighty
by the service on national forests are it be possible to make natural timber-lan- per cent to intoxicating liquors. Also
particularly searching, and take full
permanently productive. The the majority of the "dope" users
account of the injury done to young practice of forestry does not mean ab- - drank.
InThe comparatively small actual
growth. Commonly, estimates of loss breviating the use' of the land.
from forest fires are based upon the stead, conservative lumbering and showing of insane patients confined
damage done to standing timber and protection of the young growth from in state institutions whose affliction
to property; they do not reckon the fire v.ill bring about a steadily In- is directly traceable to drug addictions
usually far greater loss in injury or creasing use, for which cultivation is held by alienists and other expert
destruction of young growing stock." and care the yield of the forest in- authorities as' inadequate and incomThe methods by which the govern- creases and the product improves in petent. This because by far the ma
ment keeps down the fire losses on the bp me way that the value of the jority of drug habitues and persons
the national forests include:
, farm increases under a proper system afflicted with disorders arising from
1. Constant and systematic patrol of management.
the constant abuse of the use of drugs
are confined or sent for treatment to
private sanatoria, when they are not
kept at home by their relatives and
for in the privacy
friends, and cared
'
yet the ordeal through which of the home.
U
Max E. Wltte, superintendent of the
Clarinda Iowa state hospital, with
usually is so full of suffering over
a thousand patients, reports that
and" dread that she looks for
of over thirty
ward to the hour with aDDre-- from his observations
in handling such af
years'
experience
hension. Mother's Friend, by its penetrating and soothing properties, flicted people, no commensurate cal
"allays nausea, nervousness, unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the culation of the mentally diseased
system tor tne oraeai tnat sne passes tnrougn tne event with but little whose perversions have emanated
from addiction to the various drugs
suffering, as numbers have
and narcotics is possible because of
testified and said, "it is worth
this tendency to keep such disgrace
its weight in gold."
sheltered under the family wing.
11.00 per bottle of druggists. Book
The rural districts defend them
of raluabie information mailed free.
selves from the growth of the habit
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
by stating that in those institutions
where a large percentage of the pa-- '
Atlanta, Ga.
tients come from large cities, the re- -
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NEW MEXICO'S

TRY THIS FOR
YOUR COUGH

Mix two ounces of glycerine with
a half ounce of Virgin Oil of Pine
compound pure and a half pint of

Shake well, and
straight whiskey.
take In doses of a teaspoonful every
four hours. This mixture possesses
the healing, healthful properties of
the Pines and will break a cold in 24
hours and cure any cough that is
curable. In having this formula put
up, be sure that your druggist uses
the genuine Virgin Oil of Pine compound pure, prepared and guaranteed
only by the Leach Chemical Co.,Cln-clnnat-

(

INCORPORATED

GHARLES ILFELD

Jno. Deere

IMPLEMENTS
..,

McCormic
Deering
Champion

MACHINERY
Moline
Studebaker

i,

VEHICLES

WAGONS

gisters disclose a constantly increasing use of all narcotic drugs, and especially of cocaine. ,
Cocaine debauchery is an expensive
form of orgy compared to either an al
cohol, or a morphine Intoxication.
More insiduous, its elemental danger
lies in its almost unbreakable tentacles, coupled with its tendency to
attract the middle-classe- s
and the mas
ses rather than the more exclusive
classes, which generally turn to the
use of alcoholics, or of morphine.
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WHOLESALE
Oistr ibuting Agents of

cocpmy

O.

American
Elwood

STOCK PENCE

,

!Genuine Glidden

BARB WIRE

LAS VEGAS, N. M, SANTA ROSA, N. M.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

State ot Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas

County, ss.

Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in the
City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of
Catarrh that cannot be cured by the
use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of De
cember, A. D. 1886.

Wholesalers of
Oener&l Merohandie
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.

L. -

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

A. W. GLEASON,

(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
nally, and acts directly on the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take' Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
,

Keep love at the boiling point and it
will soon simmer down to nothing,
t
Why Druggists Recommend Chamber
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
Mr. Frank C. Hanrahan, a prominent
druggist of Portsmouth, Va., says,
"For the past six years I have sold
and recommended Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. It
is a great remedy and one of the best
patent medicines on the market. I
handle some others for the same purposes that pay me a larger profit,
uut this remedy is so sure to effect a
cure, and my customer so certain to
It to
appreciate- my recommending
him, that I give it the preference.
For sale by all dealers-

GROSS, tiELLY md GO.
(Incorporated)
WHOLESALE MERCHANTS
and dealer In
HIDES
WOOL,
and PELTS
Homed mt

fast
Mm

Lam

Mm,

Vega;

Peooa,

M.M.,

Mm

Mm,

BAIN WAGONS,
RACINE-SAT7LE-

Albuquerque, Mm M., Tuoumoarl,
Logan, Mm Mm, Trinidad, Colorado

tha Bast Farm Wagon mada
CO., Vehicles

Y

NAVAJO BLANKETS

-

-

Retail Prices:

Unconventional people can he as
tiresome as the conventional brand.

or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
to 3,000 lbs., each delivery, 35c per too lbs.
to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per
100 lbsi
to 300 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.

Health and Beauty Aid
,ooo lbs.,
Cosmetics and lotions will not clear t, 000 lbs.,
your complexion of pimples and
300 lbs.,
blotches like Foley's Orino Laxative,
for Indigestion, stomach and liver trou
50 lbs.,
ble and habitual constipation. Cleans
Less
es the system and la pleasant to take.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
S'ore.
i
'

AQUA

It's Just like a woman to forgive a
man who doesn t deserve it.

g

d

Largest Wholesale House

Good?

M'Hi-m-m--

ni

Surprise your stomach with the
most delicious breakfast you ever tasted, TOASTED RICE FLAKES with
cream. The most wholesome, the
most palatable, the most digestible of
all cereals. A big package for: 10
'
cents.

PURA CQMPAIY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
aurity and lasting qualities of which have 'made LasuYeiraa
famous. Office: 701 Douglas avenue.

Browne & Saiizanares flo.
WHOLESALE GROCERS

I

Sda and Sdn

Wool, Hides and Pelts.
j
All kinds of Native Products.
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

Headquarters in the Territory for

d

PlowsAgricultural mpuhehis

;

A

v
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the. clever comedian with the Spoon- Stock company, at the
Duncan opera house this
week.

V CATilfckllM.W

f

FULL

SPOONER

lM

f

SOAP

...

;

Joihipg

FOB A

or Residence?:

There are two ways of finding
a suitable place. One is to spend
a lot of time and car fare hunting
all over town for It The other
and by far the easiest way Is to
have the room or residence
"come to you" a Want Ad in
'
The Optic will do it.
.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Cite

tt
ESTABLISHED

Optic
1879.

PUBLISHED, BY

The Optic Publishing Company

and commemorated
nothing more
than the wonderful progress of the
last 100 years still It would be a
worthy undertaking,
meriting the
sympathetic Interest of the whole
civilized world.

Entered at the Postofflce at East
Lag Vegas, N. M., as second-clas- s

matte.

ATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally.
xear Dy carrier
17.00
ci iuuaia uy earner
gg

Per week by Carrier
Weekly
rwue j
;
year ,
Six. Months

20

'

.....$2.00
1.00

HUDSON-FULTO-

From all accounts of
th xia
celebraUon is' the biggest,
most spectacular and
impressive
iiuseani ever new in the United
States. It is a notahlA
v
two notable events in the vvicuiai.; ing
progress
UUU UlSlOrV not OnlV nt fha TTr,..,
mates nut of the world. Three nun.
dred years ago rienry Hudson, an Englishman, in the emnlov nt tha Unl.
land East India company, bent on a
voyage of discovery, ultimately sailed into New York harbor and up the
river which bears his , name. Two
hundred years later RohBrt pvunn
launched the first practical steamboat
on its initial voyage and sailed up the
already famous river.
In 100 years we have accumulated
our marvelous national wealth and
have yet scarcely touched Its
In 100 years we have established the
world's first and best free school system and have all through the country free libraries, and art museums;
the Hudson-Fulto- n
celebration linn
brought together, besides art works
ot public exhibit, a collection of "can
vases by the world's best masters,
which art exDerta from Bimiu d,
flocking to view. Enumerating our
progress ana development as a nation during this last wonderful 100
years might be continued Indefinitely.
The Hudson-Fultocelebration Is
a worthy celebration. It is fitting to
commemorate the deeds of Hi a nii- yvanturous ones whose courage made
son-Pulto-n

n

'

a'vhm.w.v,

mau

--

PpoULaUUittl

celebrations are well, no matter from
what point they may emanate, since
they feed the desire of the people for
show and pageantry; but If the Hudson-Fulton
celebration had nothing
else which might be said in its favor

serges,

braided and plain silk Dresses.

Voes

and

etc.

la y

,

IBS1

wi.

ii
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E. Las Vegas, N.

we have improved since your last
call; a better service, a finer spirit.Ja
readier accomodation, a livelier sense
of our obligations to our customers, a
'
greater desire to do it right.
We try to gain in these matters every
day to learn something better for the
use of our friends.
.We'll satisfy those who want a
Suit for $15.00 this is our specialty.
Can you make use of an extra pair
of Trousers or two? From $3.50 to'
$5.00, special clearing at $1.98, all
sizes.
Henry H. Roelofs Hats the latest
black stiff hats, $3.50 to $5.00.
Our Footwear department is a winner.
Shoes $3.50 to $5.00; house Slippers 75c

Wilson Bros. Shirts, $1.25 to $1.75.
Neckwear, 25c, 50c, 75c, and $1.00.
The latest fancy Vestings, $1.75 to
$5.00.

Our Underwear department

-

nisitr

... !

Ji'

ymmss

ii larger than ever.

Per garment,

50c, 75c, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50 and 2.00

J. A. Taichert,
615

Lincoln Ave. next to

Wells-Farg-

o

Express Co., E. Las Vegas, li. M.

We satisfy out of town trade by mail.

N.M.

FOOTWEAR

Women

patrons inspection. "The Gypsy," "The Suede," "The Wing"
all show new fashion features that must be seen to be underl
stood, all leathers, buttons or lace, welt or turn,

$3.00 to $5.00
Our Children's Shoe section has almost doubled its space,
the sequel of ' 'EVERY CUSTOMER SATISFIEp. "

in the Men's and! Boys'
Stock

. The favorite fabrics are Broadcloth,
Cheviots. Chiffon, Taffeta,
the ruling style is the low line "Moyen-agemodel, kilted and
pleated Skirts, plain tailored or with only slight touches of braid or

WE SHOW

"

;

V:

embroidery trimmings.

Women's and Misses',
Tailored Suits

Tfoo

tiow Waists

New Fall Shirts, all kinds,
75c to $2.50
The New Roller Hats for Men; the new gray, black, tan, $3.50
New Fall Florsheim Shoes, button or lace, Calf skin,
Patent, Vici, newest lasts
$4.00 and $5.00

Are Here

New Fail Neckwear

Never so beautiful as now; never so
many to select from.
The Silk Jersey Waist, new this
Season, in navy, black, andreseda
i

We show a

PALMER GARMENT, exactly like cut No.
3449 strictly tailored Suits of

New York Styles, Persian Patterns, satin stripes,
figures, 50c, 65c, $1.00, $1.50 and $2.00 Bats,

Men's Underwear

$6.50 to $12.50

g
Copenhagen Soliel.
Jacket has coat collar trim-

Superior Union Suits a complete line from heavy all cot- ton ribbed to all Australian lamb wool, $1. 25 to $3.50 Suit.

Semi-fittin-

New Taffeta Waists

med with stripes of black and
gold soutache and fastens with
Lined with
large jet buttons.
gray satin. Length
seven gored plaited skirt.

flew Lace Waists
A great variety,

We have so many more we
would like to show you. All

New

$50

pleated
'

.'.

;

ordain, . . . .$2.00

to $3.50

'

' ;

7
'

.

"

;

-

Boys' Hew Suits

The largest assortment ever brought to Las Vegas. Everything
for the Boy or Young Man. Suits for $1.50 to $20.00. SjAll
,'
i 6 :,;O V; miiu.-vthe newest styles.
,

Shirt Department

:
:i,

Lord & Taylor FINE HOSIERY for Men, 25c,"35c, 50c, 65c
and 75c, same as shown in New York, the price is the same.

Tailored Waists

v

Panama, Worsteds, Serges, Broadcloths;2biack,rfblue, .gray,, brown,
stridor inv sible st;npe, $5 to $25.
greefl. red, fancy hair-Tin- e

..

'

Boys'. Caps, Waists,.hoes, Underwear,
the best and "the latest."

.

:

Neckwear,

;

.'"

r

signs, it is hard to describe
them. You must see them.

$15 to

Cooper's Spring Heed Iq Cotton

$3.50 to $9.50
i

fabrics in vogue this season: so
.many new and pleasing -

Prices,

Men's all wool "Staley Underwear" the best Underwear we
know of for the money, large ample garments and abso- -'
x
lutely all wool, $1.50, to $2.50.

In green, blue and black, $6.50 to $8.50

de-Box

I

J

Mi

to$2.E0.

and as low as $15.

$15, $20, $25, $35, $40, $45, $50, and $6i)

:

and Optician.
606 Douglas Avenue.

-:- -

Ready-to-Wea-

Prices are

mm1

Jeweler
........

"""All that has been produced in desirable new styles of
Autumn and Winter shoes for Women is here ready for our

&

VTV

one-pie-

full; double the amount we had last year.

TAUPERTj

lf HIfeHi 111
S3

The expression of personality in Wearing Apparel is an art in
which the designers of our
Dresses have attained success.
N
Each of the many models favor a particular type varying in
material,. color and style, so that the wearer is dressed fashionably
r
and with a touch of exclusiveness not to be obtained in
garments at any other store.
They are attractively priced at $45, $35, $30, $25. $22.50, $17.50

all our cases and racks are

J.

t

EvopytSlVt

HcivcGt ideas in Drosses

all

- B.

of Quality"

The elaborately

Those smart dresses of Silks

are here in all styles and fabrics

store
Am m
The

E.LASVEGAS

'

Girlish college Dresses for Women, Misses and Children

It

that

iil
i

Those

'JC-

.,

That's what you'll say when
this fall for your
Suit, Hat, and Shoes. You'lljflnd

Tailored Dresses

The long fitted Moyen age .coats.

',

i

you come in

ATowe

.

..

Rather!

t,

Fabrics

'M

Pretty?
Well,

,

e

'

'..

Hawkes Cut Glass etc.

;

The twenty-sannual convention of the New
Mexico grand lodge, Knights of Pyr
thias, in session here, today elected
the following officers for the ensuing
.
year:
Grand Chancellor W. Homer Hill, and not merely an honorary office. the West sidethis morning. The reSocorro.
Mr. Bernhard Is the well known sec- sult of the trial was that the husband
Grand Vice Chancellor H. H. Wil- retary, of the Southwestern Savings, was placed under a $500 bond to keep
'
Loan and Building association of this the peace.
liams, Demlng.
Grand Prelate L. W. Galles, Al- city.
buquerque.
The first ' day of the Feast of
Grand Keeper of Records and Seal
M. Barnum, an employe
of the Booths, or Succoth, will be observed
C. M. Bernhard, East Las Vegas.
Campbell Bros', circus, was arraigned at Temple, Monteflore Douglas avenue
Grand Master of Exchequer G. L. before Justice of the Peace D. R. and Ninth street, with divine services
8
and
Bradford, Dawson.
Murray this morning on the charge on Wednesday night at o'clock
Grand Master at Arms W. L. Faw-cet- of drunkenness. He pleaded guilty Thursday morning at 10 o'clock. All
Roswell.
to the charge and paid his fine of five are cordially invited to attend.
Grand Inner Guard H. S'. BIckley, dollars.'
Fred Grlffln, from La Crosse, Wis.,
Raton.
and Samuel Griffin from San Francis
Grand Outer Guard Howell EarnMrs. Charles Falch was the com- co, are
visiting their mother, Mrs.
est, Clayton.
plaining witness against her husband Catherine Griffin, on Twelfth street
A High Honor
In Justice Pablo XJHbarrl's court on for a few days.
The selection of C. M. Bernhard of
this city, to be one of the officers of
the territorial grand lodge of the
Tired P Just as tired in the morning as at
Knights of Pythias, is an honor of
night? Things look dark? Lack nerve
which anyone might be proud and Is
power? Just remember this: Ayer's
a timely recognition of Mr. Bernhard's
Sarsaparilla is a strong tonic, entirely
excellent work in behalf of this secret
Make no mistake. Taketonly those medi- free from alcohol. It puts red corpuscles
order. The grand keeper of records
Consult into the blood ; gives steady, even power
cines the best doctors endorse.
and seal is one of the most important
own doctor freely.
to the nerves ; strengthens the digestion.
your
fcffi"
la the list of offices, being an active

,.
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FALL OPENING nil?!
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(Special Dispatch)

:
wide-wal-

'

.

Socorro, N. M., Sept. 28.

one-piec-

Gorham Silver

!'

!;'Pickard's China,

1

M. BERNHARD
HONORED
BY KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS

The

..:

v

.

The new Tailored Suits.
of broadcloths,

.1.!.'.;

Take advantage of our 1909 CASH DISCOUNT offer.
saves you ten PER CENT on your purchase.''

In AlmosfEndless Array
"i

If anticipating buying a gift of Silver, Cutt Glass, China or
Jewelry, remember we carry only the BEST.

World's Fair

times they have not been mentioned.
Hardly Is a geography printed and the
Ink dry before another issue is made
by war, discovery or country grabbing,
The latest geography Is now not up
to date because Mr. Peary and Mr.
Cook have many changes to suggest
In tne far north. Lieutenant Shackelton went away down into the .Antarctic region over Bosnia and Her-zegovnla and changed the map of
Europe. Norway severed itself from
Sweden and another change was made,
Korea dropped off "the map as a se
parate country because of the JapanRussia war. Many
changes were
made as the result of the SpanishAmerican war, and the map of Africa
was all torn up because of the Boer
war. Panama cut loose from Colom
bia and we are building the Panama
'
canal.
A man who studied geography twen
ty years ago and who has not kept up
with the times would now have a
mighty hard time passing an examina
tion such as Is given the school children In geography.

The Fail Fashions for 1909
,.

A Reminder
.K

If there are persons who are hav
PADGETT,,..,., .....EDITOR ing more troubles than the geographe- ers during these stirring and moving

M. M..

28, 1909

Received
Highest Award

TROUBLE8 OF GEOGRAPHERS

laOOBFO&ATOD

SEPTEMBER

TUESDAY,

.:.
Hats, are

'
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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TUESDAY,
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ness nature. They will return home
this evening.
COOL HIGHTS
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Baca are In the THESE
city today from La Junta, Colo.
Frank' Gibson, secretary and treasis now time
urer of the Camfleld Construction com- Remind us that it
' methods
during the
for
to
ready
get
Denver.
left
for
pany,
yesterday
'
Rev." and Mrs. H. Van Valkenburgh
many years of our
have-prove- n
leave
tomorrow
for El Paso to attend
Qt
dealings
the New Mexico .English mission.
A BIG LINE
WEfARE SHO
CAPITAL
the wisdom of trad-- ;
PAW, M
Mrs. Conrada Sena, who had been
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Florentino
CCO, CCD.
ing with us. While
Montoya and family, left for Santa Fe
working for a busi- - P5':- this
afternoon.
ness we have been "
J. M. CUNNINGHAM, President
Attorney A: T. Rogers, Jr.,' left yes
r O. T. HOSKIN8, Cashier. r"
terday for Raton, where he will attend.
F. B. JANUARY, Attt Caahlar.
FRANK SPRINGER, Vies President
working for a reputhe fall term of the district court for
tation; we havegain-- Colfax county.
:;
d it and it will be
A. O. Jahren, of Wagon Mound, was
'!
Base-Burne- rs
a Las Vegas visitor today. He comupheld. Every deal
ft
bined business with pleasure daring
with us is a 6atisfac- -'
his stay In the city.
,
$1.50 up.
A LIFE LONG FRIEND
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Casey departed
lory deal we guathis morning for Hutchinson, Kansas
before
line
see
our
to
SURE
BE
pur
is
a
friend
At age one,- pat a dollar out at interest
indeed,
rantee that.
and Tulsa, Oklahoma, where he Is
chasing elsewhere.
with
this
of
a
garage.
proprietor
NO EXTRA CHARGE to set up
Joe Semermen, shipping clerk for Stoves
DRUG GO.
bought from us.
Gross-Kelldewholesale house,
SAVINGS BANK
the
"
parted yesterday for Chicago to visit
3
Main
Telephone
his mother a couple of weeks.
Blankets and Comforts
and, add to it from time to time and see how it grows.
S. C. Hall, a knight of the grip
BRIDGE STREET
Old age won't have any horror for you, if suoh a
Casta-ned- a
was
a
from
Trinidad,
in great array
hailing
,
account is yours.
bank
on
was
here
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER
He
guest today.
big size,
one of his periodical trade getting $2.48 for an
YOUR DEPOSITS HERE BECOME FRIENDS IN NEED.
Silkolene COMtrips.
j.
FORT, worth t3.50.
PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce West and daughter Marie, who have been the guests 50c for the 85c Double Cotton,
for several days, left
Blankets.
( Harry
Hoskins departed yesterday of F. J. Gehring
OFFICE WITH
yesterday for their home at
for Clifton. Arizona.
for the $1.00 Heavy 10-- Cotton
Ind.
65c
from
la
In
the
Duncan
city
Operator
Blankets, all colors.
Bert Williams Is registered at the
Rowe this afternoon.
C. .Miller
Eldorado
St.
from
Louis;.
Insurance
an
G.
H.
&
Dr.
agent,' from
Only at
Adams,
Denver; S. M. Folsom from Trin- has left the city for his home in idadi Chas
Burllnger and C. A. Simpphoenix, Ariz.
son from Pueblo, Colo.Rev. S. Persone, S. J., Is In the city
BASEBALL SCORES
Mrs. D. W. Lee returned yesterday
from Trinidad where he is pastor of
from Trinidad where she had been
church.
Trinity
the past week. She is the
W. K. Jones and Fred Kroenig have visiting for
HOW THEY STAND
of
local manager of the Colo
the
wife
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
gone to El Cerrlto to superintend the rado
company.
Telephone
,
National League
dipping of sheep.
A. I Parsons, owner of the Cabra
Won.Lost.Pct.
Mrs. E. H. Salazar and children deIndustrial
all
oermeatlnsr
enterprise,
ly
.was
La
a
at
the
guest
ranch,
Springs
106 37 .741
parted for the ranch near Santa Rosa Pension hotel yesterday. Mr. Parsons must and could be profitably applied Pittsburg
v... 97 46 .678
south Chicago
and
that
to
stock
live
automo-bileyesterday morning.
In
raising,
town
his
to
made
the
trip
84 64 .609
New York
a
Mrs. D. W. Wean has gone to
a distance of about sixty miles. western stock growers would, soon Cincinnati
74 71 .611
ranch for a few days to assist In
Mrs. George Selover who has been find themselves at serious disadvan69 74 .483
Philadelphia
such
without
in
ways
a surgical operation.
many
tage
Mr.
and
mother,
visiting her father;'
.. 60 93 .350
4
Brookljjn
Gus Pollock, the
and Mrs. James E. Whitmore, sr., at
49 91 .350
The same opinion was also held by St. Louis
dry goods salesman, Is in the city to Tucumcari, has returned home. Her
38 101 .273
Boston
of
and
enough
etockmen;
thinking
trade.
day interviewing the
father is failing rapidly, although, his them at once took hold to quietly lay
on
a
Don Benigno Romero has gone
death is not immediately expected,
American League
ONE DOLLAR AND UP
the foundation of a future, powerful
business trip to the lower country, in
Won.Lost.Pct.
Among those registered at the Cas- - association.
Since then, plans have
Kinthe interests of La Sanadora.
were
94
52
G.
.644
E.
taneda hotel today
'
ad Detroit
but
Investigate Before Buying.
fiarle Klefer, who has been spend- kead, Los Angeles; J. G. Fltzmorrls, been cautiouslyat the suflSciently
91 64 .628
conven Philadelphia
coming
vanced;
and,
on
the
left
mesa,
85 69 .690
Trinidad: C. L. Doychert. New York; tion, conference is desired with as Boston
ing several days
72 72 .600
T. S. Cooper, Wichita; John J. Naison,
today for his home In Chicago.
many interested cattle and horse grow Chicago
69 75 .479
Mrs. Pierce J. Murphy and children Hartford, Conn.; O. W. Nichols; Ber ers as can conveniently attend, when New .York
70 77 .476
Phone Main 258
523 Douglas Ave.
have returned home from a visiting nard M. Levy, New York; Charles ' F, opportunity will also be given all to Cleveland
60 83 .420
St. Louis
Scott, Santa Fe.
trip to St. Louis and Denver.
Ideas, grievances, etc.
present
.38 107 .262
Mrs. J. M. McKelvey, wife of the
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Adams and MisThe temporary address or the as Washington
ses Bessie Dunn and Marie Rudulph Santa Fe traveling accountant, left to- sociation's secretary is now at Magda-'
59
Dec.
oat3 Sept 41
Western League
were visiting In the city today.
day for Kansas City, where she will lena, N. M., and there communica
Won.Lost.Pct 39
Meat Market
pork Sept 2495; Jan. 1865;
Mrs. Geo. S. Crossen wife of the visit for several days, thence going tions can be sent by those unable to
Oct. 1225; ribs
94 68 .619 lard Sept. 1237
Sioux City ,
locomotive engineer, is visiting and to Chanute, Kans., where she will be appear In convention.
82 59 .604 Sept. 1200; Oct 1170.
Des Moines
the guests of relatives for several
hopping In the city from Lamy.
...81 68 .644
Omaha
to return to Las BRITISH STEAMER BLOWS
She
weeks.
expects
Harry S. Treague has returned
New York Money and Stocks
.....74 72 .507
In about six weeks.
BestK. C. Meats, Native Beef,
Topeka
Ito the city after a long absence. Vegas
71 80 .470
UP AT SEA; ALL PERISH Wichita
New York, Sept. 28. Prime paper
.459
Denver.
at
located
80
has
been
he
.68
Lately
Mexi4
Denver . . . . ,
Fresh Fish, Chickens,
call money 2
...60 89 .403 can dollars 43; Amalgamated 83
Rev. Fr. Capilupl, S. J.; Rev. Fr. ANNUAL MEETING OF
Rangoon, Burmah, Sept 28. The Lincoln
.388
57 92
Smoked Meat.
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Estray Advertisement
Notice lh hereby given to whom It
may, concern that the following
estray animal was taken up by
Francisco Jaramillo, Jarales, N. M.
One mare 'with small colt.
Branded
fTrl
L
On left hip
One red horse.
'
Branded
On right hip
Said animal being unknown tj this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Oct. 12, '09, said date being 10
Java after last aDpearance of this ad'
vertisement. said estray win oe som
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOAKD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct 2, 1909

to YOU

WANT ADS ARE IMPORTANT
in a hundred ways-a- nd,

TUESDAY,

Cents Per

Week---- 50

By Month.

BBSS PATENT FLOUR
.
t

And You Will Always Have

THE

BOSS BREAD

Estray Advertisement.
Nctice la hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following d
4
scribed estray animal was taken up by
i
Illustrated Settlement 10 Payment Life.
4Francisco Jaramillo, Jaraies, im. m.
mare, wltn
One sorrel
small colt.
Branded
On right shoulder
Is what every advertiser wants
One red colt, two years old.
f for his money. He gets It from
Branded
rjrJ
On right hip
fiH
Said animal being unknown to this
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
B. H. BOBISON, President'
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
Notice is hereby given to .whom it
before Oct 12, '09, said date being iu may concern that the following de- may concern that the following deOmaha, Nebraska, IT. S.
4- days after last appearance of this ad- scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken np by
vertisement, said estray will be sold Romulo Blea, Trementma, N. M.
J. J. Haynes, Hanley, N. M.
1909.
Neb.,
june,
benefit of the
the
Board
for
8,
Lindsay,
this
cow.
One dark bay horse, about
One
faced
bald
red
by
9
4 They are certain money getowner when found.
11 years old, weight 850 pounds.
CO.
Branded
LIFE
RESERVE
BANKERS
4 ters. They bring quick and
SANITARY
THE
BOARD,
CATTLE
Branded On right ribs
Albuquerque, N. M.
satisfactory returns. AdvertisOn left shoulder
Omaha, Nebr.
1909
1st pub. Sept. 22, last pub Oct. 2,
ers say so the checking sheet
Branded
Branded
On left hip
Kindly continue my Policy No. 1509 issued May 9, 1899,
On left neck
4 proves it Try one today and
Estray Advertisement
on
Branded
4 be convinced.
my life as a paid up policy with loan privilege. I desire to
Notice Is hereby given to whom it ' Ear mark
On right shoulder
4:
state that the settlement on this policy exceeds my expectation,
may concern that tne rouowing
One black horse, about 5 years old,
est ray animal was taken up by
TELEPHONE MAIN 2
4
the surplus being: in excess of estimate given when policy was
Said
animal being unknown to this
"Butcher" Shearon, Moriarty, N. M,
x
weight about 750 or 800 pounds.
4
unless
owner
or
on
claimed
Board,
by
written.
One big red cow, old.
Branded
before Oct 12, '09, said date being 10
Branded
On left Jaw
This has been a cheaper insurance to me than any assessof
after
last
ad
this
days
appearance
On left ribs
ment I have.
,
vertisement said estray will be sold Branded
On left hip
by this Board for the benefit of the
Joseph H. Engelka.
'
Ear mark
owner when found.
Said animal being unknown to this
THE SURPLUS EARNED EXCEEDED THE ESTIMATE
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
WANTED A - woman for general
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Said animal being unknown to this
N. M.
Albuquerque,
housework. Address Box 303, East
before Oct 12, '09, said date being 10
"
For Rates and Information Write
Board, unless claimed by owner on or 1st pub. Sept 22; last pub Oct. 2, 1909
Las Vegas, N. M.
,
days after last appearance of this ad
before Oct. 12, '09, said date being 10
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Estray Advertisement.
day 8 after last appearance of this ad
WANTED Experienced girl for cookby this Board for the benefit ol the
said estray will be sold
to
vertisement,
is
it
whom
Notice
hereby given
owner when found.
ing and housework. Address X, care
of
the
benefit
for
the
Board
this
concern
tnat the following de
ly
may
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
New Mexico aud Arizona
Optic.
cwner when found.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Albuquerque, N. M.
East Las Vegas, N, M.
SANITARY
Pioneer Building
C.
CATTLE
BOAPD,
H.
Brooks, Alma, N. M.
1st pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct. 2, 1909
N.
M.
One dark brown horse,
Albuquerque,
1st pub. Sept. 22, last pub Oct. 2, 1909 unbroken, 6 or 7 years old, about 13
Estray Advertisement.
hands high.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Notice is hereby given to wham It
FOR RENT One front bedroom,
Advertisement.
Estray
Branded
may concern that the followlnit de(Not Coal Land)
Hotlce is hereby given towhom it
north Carnegie library, 518 ColumOn left hip
of the Interior. U. S.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Department
dethe
concern
that
following
NOTES
YOUNG PEOPLE'S
bia avenue.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept may
D. Foster, Dwyer, N. M.
animal was taken up by
scribed
estray
1909.
Branded
20,
One gray mare, about 8
f
N.
M.
Sandoval,
FOR RENT Three modern houseNotice Is hereby given that Jose B. Higinlo Cordoba,
On right hip?
years old, weight about 700 pounds.
cow.
One
Medina, of Gonzales, San Miguel counBranded
' fJS
keeping rooms. .Inquire 414 Seventh
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
r-ty, N. M., who, on February 6, 1903,
on left law
street.
or
on
owner
unless
claimed
Board,
by
(Contributed)
maae Homestead Entry No. 7423 for
On right hip
of
10
Branded
Oct.
before
said
date
12,
'09,
meeting
being
The monthly missionary
E
of Section 10 and E 2
SE
On left shoulder
FOR RENT Store room, No. 618 the society of the Presbyterian Young NE 4 of Section 15, Twp. 17 North,
days after last appearance of this adEar mark
an
was
on
Uy& vertisement, said estray will be sold
exceptional uange, 23 East, N. M. P. Meridian,
Sunday
Sixth etreet Inquire W. B. Bunker. Peode
Branded
J
by this Board for the benefit of the
ly strong one. The topic was the sec-- has filed notice of intention to make
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this owner when found.
ond chapter or we book euuueu final five year proof, to esabllsh claim
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
"Aliens or Americans," which, as its to the land above described, before Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Said animal being unknown to this
title denotes, treats of the immigration Robert L. M. Ross, U. S. court com- before Oct 12, '09, said date being 10
Albuquerque, N. M.
Woard, unless claimed by owner on or 'i
FOR SALE A small ranch with nroblem. The book itself reads like missioner, at Las Vegas, N. M., on days after last appearance of this ad- 1st pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct 2, 1909 before Oct. 12, '09, said date being 10
is so true and full of the 16th day of November, 1909.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
days after last appearance of this ad
gooi gwten snft OTtiiaxd.- - Close ia. a romance and yet lts'chosen
lAfrw w Cianaam HmeB-ii- 6 Tstt&esKVr - f bvthls Board for the'""- benefit or the
stray Advertisement
Call Mrs. Robert Hayward, 802 knowledge along
vertisement, said estray will be told
his
brand."
,
when"
with
,..
w5lr
one
Into
lead
partnership
Ascension
Julian
Salazar,
Salazar,
Main.
Mlce U. hereby given to whom it by this Board for the benefit of the
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
country in solving this immense prob- Jose Teodoro Gonzales, Benigno Ro
owner when found.
may concern tnat the following
Albuquerque, N. M.
mero, all of Gonzales, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
FOR SALE Complete household fur- lem. Mrs. Gilchrist handled theto sub
animal was taken up by
estray
an
Oct.
1909
1st
last
22,
in
that
2,
MANUEL
R. OTERO,
a way
pub. Sept.
appealed
pub
ject
Francisco Jaramillo, Jarales, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
niture cheap. . 414 Columbia,
familso
told
as
the
she
story
present
1st pub. Sept. 22, last pub Oct 2, 1909
Register.
One black mare.
of
at
entry,
those
to
Advertisement
ports
iar
living
Estray
BEAUTIFUL fifteen dollar willow but so new to us, though often told.
Branded
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Estray Advertisement
me
dook
from
tne.
On right hip
Life lessons for
Coal Land)
may concern that the following deplumes (or teri dollars. Mrs. Forbes.
(Not
Notice in herehr given to whom it
of Epheslans" is the topic for next
Department of the Interior, U. S. scribed estray animal was taken up by
One roan mare, with very small may concern that the
following j denight Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept
D., Wilson, Capltan, N. M.
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de Sunday evening, which is the
scribed estray animal was taken uy by
20 1909.
of the regular consecration service.
One white and mouse col colt
J. M. Paxton, Elk, N. M. ' scripdon. Notary seals and record
"
Friday of this week there will be a Notice is hereby given that Ascen ored pinto burro, about six years old. Branded
One brown horse. 16 hanls
,' at the Optic office.
business meeting, at the church, when sion Salazar, of Gonzales, San Miguel about 11 hands high, gentle.
On left hip
12
old.
years
high,
resolutions will- - be adopted for the county, N. M., who, on March 12, 1903,
i Said animal being unknown to this Branded
Branded
made Homestead Entry No. 7451, for
OLD newspapers for sale at The On-- future betterment of the work.
1
On
left
shoulder
i?f Board, unless claimed by owner on or On left jaw
W 2 SW 4 of Section 11 and N 2
tto office. 10 cents a bundle.
NW
of Section 14, Twp. 17 North,
Said animal being unknown to this before Oct 12, '09, said date being 10 Branded
r
8ympathy with the Dog.
On left shoulder
A dog went mad at the sight of a Range 23 East, N. M. Pi, Meridian, Board, unless claimed by owner on or days after last appearance of this ad
b
will
sold
said
has
tiled
notice
to
of
make
vertisement,
intention
The average man is a poor judge of fashionable hat and bit the woman
estray
before Oct. 12, '09, said date being 10
r
Branded
final
year proof, to establish days after last appearance of this ad by this Eoard for the benefit of the
iis own importance.- I
who wore it. This is going It rather claim five
On left hip
to
land
wner
the
be
above
found.
when
described,
said
be
will
sold
vertisement
we
estray
some
but
,way or other
strong,
A
Said
M.
animal
L.
court
S.
U.
fore
Robert
being unknown to
Ross,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
A Narrow Escape
by this Board tor the benefit ot the
have, a lot of sympathy for that dog.
Board, unless claimed by owner ciTor
commissioner, at Las Vegas, N. M., on owner when found.'
Albuquerque, N. M.
Edgar N. BayllBS, a merchant ot
before
Philadelphia Inquirer.
16th
1909.
the
Oct 12, '09, said date bela? ho
day of jNoVember,
1st pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct 2. 1909
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
DeL, wrote: "About two
Claimant names as witnesses:
days after last appearance of thla skd- N. M.
Albuquerque,
years ago I was thin and sick, and
B.
Jose
Medina, Benigno Romero,
vertisement said estray win be
Estray Advertisement
coughed all the time and If I did not New York' "Consumption of Eggs. Julian Salazar, Jose Teodoro Gonzales, 1st pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct 2, 1909
by this Board, for the benefit of t
Notice is hereoy given to whom It owner
Eggs consumed in New York city au of Gonzales, N. M.
have consumption, it was near to it
i
when found.
deAdvertisement
concern
may
that
the
I commenced using Foley's Honey and last year required 10,288 cars to haul
Estray
following
MANUEL R. OTERO,
CATTLE SANITARY BO ARE,
Notice is hereby given to whem It scribed estray animal was taken up by
Tar. and It stopped my cough, and
them, which means that the supply
.
Register,
Albuquerque, NJ M
am now entirely well, and have gained was sufficient to give 30 dozen to
may concern tnat the following de PerfectoXGurule, Pena Blanca, N. M. 1st pub.
22, last pub Oct 2, 1
Sept.
T
was
One
scribed
animal
and
white
red
taken
twenty-eigh- t
,
all
due
to
spot
the each inhabitant.
estray
np by
pounds,
Estray Advertisement
ted cow, four years old, with red and
A. D. Foster, Dwyer, N. M.
good results from taking Foley's Hon
Estray Advertisement i
Notice
is
to
whom
One
it
14 white spotted calf, four months old
hereby
given
about
mare,
bay
ey and Tar, O. G. Schaefer and Red
Notice ib hereby given to wht
Gets What He Wants.
may concern ithat the following de years old, weight about 900 pounds,
Cross Drug Store.
Branded
Vi may concern that the followlnc:
The man who would rathetvbe right scribed estray animal was taken np by running sore on right hip.
Mn
On rla-hscribed estray animal was taken
Alma, N. M.
Th man who does his best seldom than be president generally has his a. u. Brooks,
Branded
M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M.
One iron gray pony, about
Philadelphia
gratified.
preference
has to look for a job.
On left hip
One bald faced bay
four years old, broken to ride.
irae,
Ear mark
Record.
I
about 7 years old.
Said animal being unknown to this
The Road To Success
Branded
Branded
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Said animal being unknown to this
On left hip
has many obstructions, but none so
Dally Thought.
On left hip
b'efore Oct 12, '09, said date being 10 Board, unless claimed by owner on or
j
Sin has many tools, but a He is a
desperate as poor health. Success toSaid animal being unknown to this days after last appearance of this ad before Oct 12, '09, said date being 10
One dark blue horse, about 1
lara
BitElectric
demands
but
health,
of
all.
Autocrat
day
handle that fits them
Board, unless claimed by owner on or vertisement Bald estray will bs sold days after last appearance of this ad- old.
ir
ters is the greatest health builder the the Breakfast Table.
before Oct. 12, '09, said date being 10
Board
benefit
far
of
the
the vertisement, said estray will be sold Branded
by this
f
world has ever known. It compels
Jm
days alter last appearance of this ad owner when found.
by this Board for the benefit of the
I
On left shoulder
perfect action of stomach, liver, kidsaid
will be sold
vertisement
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
estray
Power.
His
Is
Therein
and
enriches
neys, bowels, purifies
this Board for the benefit of the
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Said animal being unknown t
Ms
Man Is but a reed, the weakest In by
the blood, and tones and Invigorates
owner
when found.
1st pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct. 2, 1909
i nr
Board, unless claimed by own?,
Albuquerque. N. M.
the whole system. Vigorous body and nature, but he is a thinking reed.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
1st pub. Sept. 22, last pub Oct. 2, 1909 before Oct. 12. '09, said date ben. L iq
keen brain follow their use. You can't Pascal. '
. Albuquerque, N. M.
Estray Advertisement.
days after last appearance of this
afford to slight Electric Bitters If
1st pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct. 2, 1909
Notice Is hereby given to whom
vertisement said estray will be X
weak, run down or sickly. Only 60c.
Advertisement.
Estray
New Use for Electric Blower.
'
by this Board for the benefit of
may concern that the following de
Guaranteed by all druggists.
Is
Notice
to
whom
it
given
hereoy
The electric blower for hot air furowner when found.
scribed estray animal was taken np by
c'- Estray Advertisement
concern
demay
that
the
used
for
been
following
successfully
CATTLE SANITARY BOARIi
Notice la hereby given to whom It Clarence E. Hover, Willard, N. M.
The chronic grumbler isn't even naces has
One small bay pony, male, scribed estray animal was taken np by
the heating of buildings.
may concern that the following deAlbuquerque, N. J 1
satisfied with himself.
1st pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct 2, 34
scribed estray animal was taken up by right hind foot white and white star J. J. tiaynes,OneHanley, N. M.
black
horse, weight
A Burglar In Town
uonaciano unavez, pinos Wells, N, in forehead, about 10 years old.
An Extravagant Man.
about 800 pounds, about 11 years old.
w.
E.rtrav Advertisement
Branded
his name is "bad cough". He doesn't
A Chicago man was fined ten dollars
Branded
Notice is hereby given to whorf
One two year old colt
On right hip.
care for gold or silver but he will steal for kissing his landlady. It would have
PJw
On left shoulder
may concern that the following f
Said animal being unknown to this
vnnr health awftv.' If he annears In been cheaper to pay his board bill. ' gray.
J
Branded
pcribed estray animal was taken ui
rrr
owner
on
or
claimed
unless
once
with
hlm
at
Board,
arrest
by
bouse
your
j
Branded
On left hip
Eugenio Gonzales, Santa Rosa, N, 7
12, before Oct. 12, '09, said date being 10
Ballard's Horehound Syrup, It may
of
shoulder
each
Top
One
adIn
hlf
blue
of
this
last
young
A
cure
Decrease
appearance
mean consumption if you don't
Prove
Said animal being unknown to this days after
Thievery.
,'
ji
Said animal being unknown to this broken.
j
for all coughs, colds and chest trou
Fifty years' records of criminal sta- Board, unless claimed by owner on or vertisement, said estray will be sold Board, unless claimed
by owner on or
f 1
defor
Branded
Board
the benefit of the
herore Oct 12, '09, said date being 10 by this
bles. Price 25c, 60c and 11.00 per tistics show that thievery has
before Oct. 12, '09, said date being 10
"
On left Jaw
f!
bottle. Sold by Central Block Depot creased 40 per cent.
days after last appearance of this ad owner when found.
days after last appearance of this ad
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
vertisement said estray will be sold
Branded
t
Drug Co.
vertisement said estray will be sold On left
Albuquerque, N. M.
by this Board for the benefit of the
I 1 IT
hip ,
by this Board for the benefit of the
of
Trouble.
1909
2,
22,
Oct
last
Father
1st
found.
owner
when
pub
Sept
pub.
to
clever
a
be
for
easier
It's
girl
Said
ijfcis'
animal
unknown
J
owner
found.
when
being
CATTLE SANITARY BO ARB,
Imagination is the father of most
tban pretty.
Voard, unless claimed by owner Krior
SANITARY BOArtD,
CATTLE
N.
M,
of our troubles.
Albuquerque,
Dr. Abernethy, the great English
before Oct. 12, '09, said date befit? 10
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct 2, 1909
Warning
'Watch your kidneys. 1st pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct' 2. 1909 Ldays after last appearance of thli ad
said,
physician,
is
time
a
Where a farmer has grand
Do not be persuaded into taking
vertisement said estray will be it sold
A pretty girl in a hammock is out When they are affected, life is in dananything but Foley's Honey and Tar being able to put all the blame for his
ger." Foley's Kidney Remedy makes
If there is anything you want, The fby this Board for the benefit ol. the
for the rocks.
for cbronio coughs, bronchitis, hay mistakes on tne weather.
healthy kidneys, corrects urinary irreg- Optio can get It for you. If It's some owner when fonnd.
' fever, asthma and lung trouble, as It
beCATTLE SANITARY BOAPID.
difference
ularities, and tones up the whole sysa
there's
In
football
and
heals
the
the
cough
lungs.
"
stops
A pessimist is a man who would tem. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross thing you don't, want, The Optio can
Albuquerque, N. M.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drag tween a sluggish player and one who
1st
sell
It
for
22, last pub Oct. 2, 1 1909
Store.
pub.
yoo.
Sept
a
Drug
chew
pilL
Store.
slugs;
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LA8 VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

HE LOBBY
:HB

BEST

RESTAURANT

AND CAFE

Short Orders and Regular Dinners
GOODS OBTAINABLE
ALWAYS

nnnnni t mn
ADaunuLtlo
i

HANDLED
Gladys

Kate
paint

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN LODGE NO 2. A. P. & A.
M. Regular com

DR. A. J. BUTTERFIELD,
munlcation first and
GRADUATE
VETERINARIAN
third Thursdays in
each month. Visiting Office, Chafln's Livery Stable, Phone
brothers
cordially
Main 1.
invited. Geo. H. Klnkel, W. M., Chas,
Calls answered day or night
H. Sporleder, Secretary.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO.
DENTIST
Knights Templar. Regular
conclave second Tuesday in Suite 4, Crockett Building.
Has
i"""
each month at Masonic ; phones at office and residence.
John S. Clark,
Temple, 7:30 p. m.
K. C Charles Tamme. Recorder.
DR. G. L. JENKINS

EL DORADO

-

DENTIST

)

Over Hedgcock's Shoe Store
Phone Vegas 79
F. R. LORD. DENTIST

(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams.)
Office Pioneer Building, over Grand
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone
Knights ot Pythias

LODGE NO.

1

meet every Monday
evening in Castle
Hall, Visiting Knights
are cordially Invited.
I. P. HAVENS.
Chancellor Command'
er.

Main 57.
ATTORNEYS
H. HUNKER
Attorney at Law
Office: Veeder Block Las Vegas New
GEORGE

C. M. BKRNHARD,
Keeper of Record and

Seal.

Mexico.

FRATERNAL
UNION OP AMERICA
GEORGE E. MORRISON
Meets first
and third Wednesday of each month
at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. W.
Civil Engineer and Surveyor
Ai Givens, F. M.; Bertha C. Thorn-hill- ,
Secretary. Visiting members Office: Wheeler Bldg, E. Las Vegas,
cordially invited.

BALiDY LODGE NO. 77,
'

REBEKAH' LODGE. I. O. O. F.
meets second and fourth Thursday
evenings of each month at the I. O.
O. F. hall. Miss Bertha Becker, N.
G.; Mrs. Delia Peppard, V. G.; Mrs.
T. F. Dalley, Secretary;
Adelene
'
Smith, Secretary.
B. P. O. E. MEETS SECOND

AND

each
fourth Tuesday evenings
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
brothers are cordially invited. W.
D.
W.
M. Lewis, exalted ruler;
Condon, secretary, r
EASTERN STAR REGULAR
second and fourth
Thursday evenings of each month.
All visiting brothers and sisters are
cordially invited. Mrs. Sarah A.
Chaff in, worthy matron; Mrs. Ida
Seelinger, secretary.

The perfume manufacturer saVs that
if you take care of your scents the
dollars will take care of themselves.
Testifies After Four Years
Carlisle Center, N. Y., G. B. Burhans
writes: "About four years ago I wrote
you that I had been entirely cured of
kidney trouble by taking two bottles
of Foley's Kidney Remedy, and after
four years I am again pleased to state
that I have never had any return of
these symptoms, and I am evidently
cured to stay cured." Foley's Kid
ney Remedy will do the same for you.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Store.

n

'I

"Life is a grind," quoted the Wise
"Yes, and that is what sharpens
a man's wits," added the Simple Mug.
Guy.

To Be Happy
you must have good health. You can't
have good health if your liver is not
doing it's duty slow but sure poison

I. O. O. P., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. ing is going on all the

time under
circumstances. Ballard's Her-bin- e
makes a perfectly healthy liver
keeps the stomach and bowels right
and acts as a tonic for the entire system. Sold by Central Blocl: Depot
Drug Co.
such

meets every Monday evening at
their; hall on Sixth street. All visiting brethren cordially invited to attend, C. W. McAllister, N. G.; E.
Comstock, V. G.; R. , O. Williams,
secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
4,

,

doesn't
Simply being
prove that a man never does anything
right.
left-hande-d

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO.
102, meets every Friday night at
their hall in the Schmidt building,
west of Fountain Square, at eight
o'clock. Visiting members are cordially welcome. Jas. N. Cook, president; Jas. R. Lowe, secretary.

Best Treatment for a Burn
If for no other reason, Chamber
lain's' Salve should be kept in every
household on account of its great
value in the treatment of burns. It allays the pain almost instantly, and unless the injury is a severe one, heals
the parts without leaving a scar. This
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN- salve is also unequaled for chapped
hands, sore nipples and diseases of
CIL NO. 804, meets second and the
skin. Price, 25 cents. Forf sale
PioC.
R.
hall.
fourth Thursday, O.
by all dealers.
neer building. Visiting members
No man can make a woman happy
are cordially invited. W. R. Tipton,
unless he occasionally gets jealous of
'
G. K.--; E. P. Mackel, F. S.
her.
THIRD
AND
FIRST
MEETS
O.
E.
F.
A Hurry Up Call
Tuesday evenings each month, at Quick! Mr. Druggist Quick! A box
Fraternal Brotherhood Hall. Visit- of Bucklen's Arnica Salve Here's a
ing brothers are cordially invited. quarter For the love of Moses, hurry!
burned himself, terribly Johnpresident; E. C. Baby's
John lThornhill,
nie cut his foot with the axe Mamie's
Ward, secretary.
scalded Pa can't walk from piles
Billle has bolls and my corns, ache.
FRATERNAL
IN
MEET
RED MEN
She got it and soon cured all the famBrotherhood hall every .second and ily. Its the greatest healer on earth.
fourth Thursday, sleep at the eighth Sold by all druggists
run. Visiting brothers always welDavid
come to the wigwam.
H.
Waite
Davis,
sachem;
Flint,
1 AS VFfiAS
SiNTA RRSA
chief of records and collector of
UIIV I liUUV
Vllil III IIVV1I .
wampum.
AUTO LINE
S. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54!.,
I. O. B. B. Meets every first Wednesday of the month in the vestr
room of Temple Monteflore, Doug- -

las avenue and Ninth street. Visit,
ing brothers are cordially invited.
Charles Greenclay, president; Rabbi
J. E. Raisin, secretary.

j
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4
4

4
4
4
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4
4

4
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Rosa auto
The Las Vegas-Santmall, express and passenger line
The auto
is now in operation.
makes the round trip between
Las Vegas and Santa Rosa three
times a week, Mondays. Wed- '
nesdays and Fridays.
The auto leaves Murphey's drug
store at 7 a. m., visits both post- offices and leaves Winter' drug
store on the West side for Santa
Rosa. Tickets can be purchased
at either Murphey's or Winters'
drug stores.
The round trip fare Is $11; one
way $6. Each passenger la al- lowed to carry not to exceed 26
pounds of baggage. Express pack- ages are also handled and Can be
left at either of the drug stores
mentioned.
a

,

4
4

444

44

My cheeks are all on fire,
I thought I smelled burning

Tit-Bit-

.

PHYSICIANS

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- al Arch Masons. Regular
convocation flr-s- t Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple, 7:30 r. m. M. R.
Williams, H. P., Chas. H.
Spor.eder, Secretary.

TUESDAY,

"The preacher that married you
says you only gave him a dollar.
"lie ought to be glad I didn't sue
him for damages." Judge.

4
4
4

4

4
4
4
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teacher one morning, after her col
league had related his many misde
meanors.
About 11 o'clock Tommy appeared
at tne first grade teacher's door. She
dropped her work, seized him by the
arm, dragged him to tie dressing
room, turned him over her knee and
aid ner duty.
when she had finished she said:
well, Tommy, what have you to
say?"
"Please.'miss, my teacher wants the
scissors." Everybody's Magazine.

''

Capital Punishment In Germany.
l
little is heard outside
Aitnough
ady of the House (just returned)
Prussia of capital Dunishment within
Poor Polly; all alone so long.
the kingdom, the law is by no means
Parrot
(feverishly) Give me a
"a
iu tevea years mere
stack of whites. Detroit Tribune.
have been 98 executions, ten of the
She blacked his eye
hTa
' i.
I'm glad she did
i .. .iV. . I1LJVIHO,
lowed
by Brandenburg, posen and
Because he'd said
Rhlneland,
"Oh, you kid!"
in Berlin, the condemned being taken
'
Chicago News.
to tne prison at Ploetzensee. in Bran
Bluff I look upon you, sir, as a denburg, where they have a standing
guillotine.
rascal.
Biff You are privileged to look
upon me in any character you desire
Bering 8ea Volcanic Islands.
to assume. Vogue.
The Bogoslofs are a group of three
small volcanic islands in the southern
"Why did Eve give Adam the part of Bering sea, and 37 miles north
.
I west or the island of Unalaska.
apple?"
One
"I suppose she wanted to get rid or of these ' islands, Castle Rock, has
the fruit so as to wear the basket for been known since
1796; Fire Island
a nat. illustrated Bits.
has been known since 1883, while the
third one.
island, rose from the
'How does you husband manage in sea about Perry
the time of the San Fran
sea
automobile
the winter when the
cisco earthquake, in 1906. According
son Is over?"
a letter to Science, this island
to
"Fine. He takes up bowling and
has now sunk.
tries to Kin tne pinDoys." .fuck.
j
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OPENING REGULAR SEASON

iuncAH Opeoa

EI
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Week of September 27 th.

With the

Spooner Wallock Stock
Company
"The Octaroon" will be the bill tonieht, and to
t

morrow night "A Lawyer s Wedding or
"A Fight for a Million" will be presented.
J?"?
,,
Many Clever specialties will be on the bill during
the week, presented by Miss Dorothy Hail,
Mr. F. E. Spooner and others.
t

(

Prices 25, 35, and 50 Cents
'V.

GREAT BIG DAYS

The 29th Annual

i

Kind friends, a warning you may trace
Siberia's Awful Cold.
For I have journeyed hence;
Siberia has the coldest weather
known anywhere in the world.
went to watch an auto race,
At
And sat upon the fence.
Verkhoyaonsk, Siberia, 90.4 degrees
Detroit Free Press.
below zero was .observed in January,
1888, which goes below anything ever
Witness At the time of the acci known in the world before or ever
dent my maid was in my boudoir- - ar since. At that point the average tem
ranging my hair.
perature for January is nearly 64 de
Lawyer Yes; and where were you? grees below zero. This town is 330
Witness Sir! Boston Transcript.
feet above the level of the sea, and
during the entire winter the weather
a
is
Wise
what
pros
Pa,
Johnny
is calm and clear.
pective bridegroom?
Mr. Wise Well, my son, a prospec
Land and Nautical Miles.
tive bridegroom nowadays is a young
In considering the speed of a steam
man prospecting for an heiress.
Punch.
', ship, it must be remembered that a
knot, or nautical mile, is a very dif
"You ought to.be reconciled to the ferent thing from a land mile.
A
mile is 5,280 feet, while a knot is
death of your husband."
"I suess you've never lost a hud- - 6.080 feet and a fraction. Therefore,
band."
when a vessel makes 23.05 knots an
"No, but I've got one." Boston hour, she passes over very nearly 27
land miles.
Transcript
Little Clarence (in the midst of his
Ancient Artificial Eyes.
perusal of a newspaper item) Pa,
Artificial eyes werejlrst made use of
what is a "Blue Grass Idow?"
Mr. campers wny, a grass widow by the Egyptians; they were of gold
who failed to get alimony, I presume, ana silver ana subsequently ot cod-per and Ivory. Hundreds of years
my son. Puck.
later, in the sixteenth century, when
Mrs. Hank If you won't do no work. they were made in Europe, porcelain
yer won't git no dinner, and that's all was the substance used, and the mathere is to It
ker usually
his address on
"Tell you what I. am willing to do, the white of stamped
the eye.
I will give you a lesson In correct
English. Is It. a go?" Life.
CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY.
Mothers
who value their own com
Said William's wife William can
make money, but he will never be able fort and the welfare of their children
r
to save any.
should never be without a box of
Said William's mother That is just Mother
Gray's Sweet Powders for
what I warned my son when he want
ed to. marry you. Baltimore Ameri Children,, for use throughout the season. They break up colds, cure fever-can.
ishness, constipation, teething disor
"Do you ever lose that umbrella of ders, headache and stomach troubles.
yours?" asked the maiden.
These powders neyer fall. Sold by
"No, I don t, ' replied the man,
all drug stores, 25c. Don't accept
"the
who
takes
that
person
sternly,
umbrella will have to take me."
any substitute. A trial package will
Do I understand that tobe a
be sent free to any mother who will
of marriage or a threat?" in address Allen S.
Olmstead, Le Roy,
the
miss, sweetly. Exchange.
quired

and

Resources Exposition
Albuquerque, October 11 to

16

The Great Game of Push Ball on HORSEBACK.
The Great Western Marathon Race.
The Great Nat Reiss Carnival Company.
The G&EAT STROBEL AIRSHIP in DAILY
FLIGHTS.
High Class Harness and Running Races.
tJ. S. Cavalry! Maneuvers.
'
All Kinds of Exhibits.

Reduced Rates on Railroad.
W. G. TIGHT,
President.

JOHN B. McMANUS,
-

Secretary.

.

N. Y.

She You never do anything like my
dear first husband.
. He
Oh, hang your dear first hus
band! What did he do so wonderfully
kind?
She (sniffing) Why, the poor dear
fellow died in less than a year after
we were married. Philadelphia Inquirer.

You

can't always make

your trouble

light

ot

by burning your bills.

Gambling
your life against 25 cents is just ex
actly what you are doing if you neg
lect a cough or cold on the chest in
stead of treating it with Ballard's
Brother Gaumpers
sah, me Horehound Syrup. A 25 cent bottle of
and muh wife done sallybrated our this splendid remedy will cure an or
dinary cough, heal the lungs and act
rubber wedding last night, and
tsrother Loop Hoi' on sir! What as a tonic for your entire system. Sold
by Central Block Depot Drug Co.
sawtua weddln'?
Brother Gaumpers-O- ur
rubber wed
The fellow who has the sign of
dln', sah. We done Invited 'bout a
dozen of our friends over to a chicken vantage generally gets the coin.
supper, wid a little gin and music afGood for Biliousness.
terward; and mighty nigh de whole )
"I took two of Chamberlain's Stom
rest o' de cullud poperlation stood outside and rubbered in th'oo de winders. ach and Liver Tablets last night,
and I feel fifty per cent better than
I have for weeks,' says J. J. Firestone
.
A baseball player had two fingers of of Allegan, Mich. "They are certainly,
article for biliousness." For sale
his right hand pretty badly bunged up a fine
Samples free.
in practice, and on his way home by all dealers.
from the grounds he dropped into a
Many an undertaker would hesitate
doctor's office to have them attended
to bet on a dead sure thing.
to.
"Doctor," he asked anxiously as he
was leaving, "when this paw of mine
heals will I be able to play the piano?"
"Certainly you will," the doctor as
sured him.
k
"Well. then, you're a wonder, Doc.
I never could before." Everybody's
Uh-wel- l,

All

Magazine.

f

SEPTEMBER

She was trying to persuade her hus
band to give up smoking, and she had
pointed out to him one day the exact
amount of his expenses for tobacco
during the course of a year.
"Besides, my dear,"- she persisted,
you will be better off mentally, phys
ically and financially, without the pipe
and the cigars."
'Well, maybe so, buf all great men
have smoked," he argued.
"Well," she sighed, "Just promise
me, dear, that you'll give up smoking
until you are great. Then I'll be perfectly satisfied." Philadelphia Record.

'

The first grade teacher had been
able to spank Tommy with the great
4 est enthusiasm, but his next teacher
had not reached the point where he
4 felt she could do Justice to him in
spite of all his naughtiness.
"Send him to me when you want
e
him spanked," said the
4

first-grad-

Post
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Weeks of Biggest and Best Variety
of Reading Matter Ever Published
Every week an intelligent, satisfying news summary.
Good stories and sketches.
New ideas and good on all sorts
of farming subjects.
How to cultivate irrigable land
and the how and why of dry
'
farming.
Stock raising, fruit growing, bee
culture and a world of subjects
for rural communities.
,

The fashions for women will receive generous attention from
special writers who know.
Then this Weekly Edition of The
Denver Post will note prices
current in many markets, have
something to say on mining
subjects, ouri forests in exist-ence and yet to be, and a mass
of other matterjtnat makes this
paper unique.

Subscribe for It Now for Yourself,
or for a Friend, or as many Friends
as You Desire, at 50c per Copy per
Annum. Send for a Sample Copy.

DENVER POST

DENVER. COLO.. U. S.

Real

Estate
Is Always
for Sale
If the owner can get his
v price. Sometimes owners
are forced to sell. You'll
find good buying and telling opportunities in the

Optic
Want Ad

Columns

New Mexico. Normal University
The only Institution In New Mexico whose diploma Is recognized
by' the California State Board of Education.
"It has more university graduate on Its faculty than any similar
.Institution In New Egland." Dr. A. E. WINSHIP, Editor Journal' of
Education, Boston.
Academic course, Elementary Normal course, Full Normal course.
Advanced Normal course. Kindergarten Trlnlng course, Music, Art.
Training, Domestic Science, Stenography and Typewriting.
Railroad fare In excess of 75 miles paid by the Institution.
Our graduates secure teacher's certificates without examination.
Next Term Begins 8EPTEMBER 14th.
For Further Information Address
,

Dr ,

B, S.

'

(GOWEN President
East Las Vegas. N. M.

It Is almost as natural for children When a man has good manners it's
to tell the truth as for grown-up- s
to a sign he Isn't at breakfast with hia
lie.
family.

Li
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Get Posted
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We are always glad to have people come

in and price our Heaters,
Stoves and Ranges., It certainly will give you and idea of what
there Is to be had and it will post yon what you oughtito pay no
matter where you bay. We are just advised by wir'e that another
d
has left the foundry billed to ug.N We are car-loabuyers
and ought to be able to pleaseyou.'

WE HAVE HEW TODAY

oar-loa-

1

A FEW SPECIALS

d

f

Heitzman's Saratoga Chip3
Vaterland. Brick Cheese
Domestic Swiss Cheese
Bayle's Horse Radish Mustard f
Fresh Bulk Tapioca
and expect
s
Native and Colaradb Peaches
'

Ludwig Wm. Ilfeld.
WEATHER REPORT
September 27, 1909.
Temperature Maximum 70; mint
mum 30; range 40.
Humidity 6 a. m., 50; 12 m., 33; 6
p. m., 29; mean 34.
Forecast Fair and warmer tonight;
Wednesday, partly cloudy.

Tomorrow.

At $1.00 Suit

chinery, which will be at once placed
in operation at Rociada. This wijl
make three mills this firm has constantly going, and over one hundred
men are employed in the mountains
'
getting out timber.

0
Use Ovir

ride Flou r
Also Headquarters for
All Kinds of F E E D

FV ff

RTMf

as vegas ivouer ivxms
Phone

131,

YOUR SELECTION

Buchtel is the west's
best platform orator.
At Normal
William H. Koogler has taken out Thursday eve.
a general hunting license.
Mrs.Alice B. Whitefleet, who had
Get the best at Nolette's barber been a patient at the hospital for the
insane here, has been discharged and
shop.
has gone to Perea, Old Mexico, with
Mrs. Luis S. Sena presented her hus her little daughter.
band with a baby boy this morning.
A White mare ha hppn takpn nn
by
Santiago Chavez at La Liendre,
Order your cream from . T. T. eighteen
miles southeast, of this ritv
Turner.
The owner may recover the horse by
caning upon Mr, Chavez and paying
Happr Hooligan tonight at Cain's ior mis nonce,
Dancing academy. Souvenirs for all."
A cash prize of ten dollars will be
Mrs. Zacarias Valdez and' little given away
night at the
111
at their home on closing of theSaturday
daughter are both
Spooner-WallocStock
the West side.
company to the person holdine the
lucky number. Numbers will be giv
Geronlmo Fresquez and ten men en each evening with
every paid 50
have gone to La Junta from this city cent ticket.
to work for the Agua Pura company.
The Spooner-Walloc- k
Stock com
Laboring, business and professional pany opened the season at the Dunmen, politicians, everyone, should hear can opera house last night, nresentine
Governor Buchtel.
as me opening Dill "Beta Swap" or
A Yankee in Cuba." A
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER.
audience greeted the performance.
H. C. Kelley Co.'s office, Pioneer
Tonight's bill is "The Octoroon." The
Building. E. D. Burks.
company will be here all of this week,
The game of baseball between the presenting a Saturday afternoon
'
Swatsikas and a picked up nine Sunday, .resulted In a score oT 8 to 6 in
Antonio Roland, an insane minr
favor of the former.
from GallUD. while beine hrons-ht- .
in
Invitations have been Issued for Las Vegas to be committed to the in
a euchre party to be given by Mrs. sane asylum Sunday at the AlbuquerL. M. Baily Thursday afternoon at que depot broke away from Deputy
Sheriff Demecio Maes and ran amuck
her home on Sixth street.
in the railroad yards for a while. He
The Spooner-Walloc- k
Stock com injured the deputy Dainfullv before
pany will present "The Octoroon" at hi was captured. Roland was first
the Duncan opera house this evening. committed to the asylum September
6, but. made his escape after eleven
Prices 25, 35 and 50 cents.
days' confinement and returned to Gal"
Jennie Moore, who had been em- lup. He was
to the inployed as a domestic in the Bacha-rac- h stitution here yestreday.
family for many years, died re
cently in Missouri, where she went
LADIES,
for her health several weeks ago.
Take a look in our show window and
seethe fine line of neckwear, we re
Francis H. Cayot has resigned his ceived this week. Make
your selection
nositlon as bnokkeener and acountatit before
the assortment is broken. You
at Stern & Nahnis and will soon will be pleased with them, they are
leave for St. Joseph, Mo., where he
will engage in the shoe business with the latest styles.
5 AND 10 CENT STORE.
a brother-in-la-

OF A GOOD BANK

'

'

Martlano Ortega, of Villanueva, aged
years, and Josefa Ortiz, of La
Cuesta, aged 19 years, have taken out
marriage licenses; Martinez de Lucero,
of Los Alamos, and Luisa Garcia, of
the same place, and Juan Gomez and
Marta Laboto of San Geronlmo.
1

CRYSTAL THEATER

-

JEFFERSON KAYNOLDS, President;
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier,

MONEY SAVED
On Domestic Coal

Best Screened Raton Egg, $4.75

per ton just what you want for cooking,

Free from Slate or Slack

D W. CONDON
Foot Main St

pbone Main 21

Premium

All Aboard for Harvey's!
Carriage goes out Saturday morn-n- g
returns following Friday. Leave
rders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown
rradlng Co's.

Sanitary

Hams
and
Bacon
are

Washing
Best

Ironing
Careful Handling

of Goods

Best

Prompt Services
Get Them At

Tlie BEST MEATS in Town.
Spring Lamb

!

;

.'

"

;

Fancy Native Mutton

Caen be had ONLY by

i

1.1.
ij

patronizing

STE

Grocer,

LAS VEGAS STEAM LAUNDRY

PHONE MAIN 107

H. O. BROWN TRADING CO.,
DEALERS IN

ALFALFA, HAY and GRAIN, BULK
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS?'

cnage street

Get Our Prices hefore buying.

Large Blue

POTATOES

at the

Right Price

II

A. PA

AT

GROCER AND BUTCHER.

Phone 144 and 145

oucher's

For Sale
A'SNAP
8

acres under Ditch.

"THE COFFEE MAN"
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from
distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera bar. Served from bar-rels on the bar.

Close in

house nicely furnished.
Straight Guggenheim rye served j
Good barn and Jersey Cow.
over the bar at the Antlers.

CHAS. H. SPORLEDER,
Real Estate Co.
609

E. Las

Douglas Ave.

Vegan, N. M.

The best draft beer In the city. At
The Lobby, of course.

Pabst's draught beer on tap
Opera bar.

Tlie Boston Clotbing Ilouse
Men's and Boys' clothing, furnishing
goods, hats, caps and shoes.
Our Fall and Winter stock is now complete and
a position to offer the best values in town.
We carrry the best makes in all lines, such as Hart
Schaffner and Marx Clothing:; John B. Stetson and
'
Hawes Hats.
Johnston & Murphys, Preston B. Knith and Selz
we are in

Shoes.

"

,

.

'

Hime Grown Carnations

Per Dozen
Las
Greenhouses
Vegas
Main 276
PERRY ONION,
i.l.i

country. And as we buy in' large quantities it
enables us to sell at prices that cannot be met by

'
competition.
..,.,,-,.It will be to your interest to inspect our line before
-

,.

.,

si

Prop. PhoiVe

-

"

-

New-Cro-p

.

ISA

Plums
Fine For Preserving

Phone Main 85

As to Shirts, Underwear, Neckwear, Hosiery etc. ,
webuy from the leading- Factories and Mills in the

75 c

Grocers, Butcher end fakers

SIXTH STREET

1

.

ycal

Kansas City and Native Dcef
Homo Dressed Spring Chickens antl Hens
All Kinds of Sausages

)

at 50c

Jake Graaf

1

Film

OF IAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.

75c Quality,

Service Unsurpassed
Every evening commencing 7:30.
Matinees every day, 2:30 except
H. K. Leonard and M. P. Cousins
have just shipped in new saw mill ma- - Monday and Tuesday.
Admission 10 cents, Children 5 cents.

Swifts it'

The First National Bank

All Men's Work Shirts

MOTION PICTURES

;

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

At 50c Suit

fair-size- d

73

not only for the present, but
important,
also for the years to come.
jTheJright Bank connection will be a material
helpjtojjyour every day business.
lThis fBank&has a successful record of safe,
conservative banking from the day of its or'
'
,
ganization.
CJIs

Ladies' Heavy Ribbed Fleece

k

'

1

E. D. KAVNOLDS, Cashier.

At $1.00 Suit

Happy Hooligan tonight ' at Cain's
Dancing academy. Souvenirs for all.

i

T

Men's Heavy Ribbed Fleece

LOCAL NEWS

IKE DAVIS

T

Special Men's Sanitary Fleece

Bridge Street

II. GREENBERGER, Prop.

'

.

